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KyTC's Todd:
Total cost of
winter cleanup
deemed 'great'
By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer
Kentucky is recovering from
the deep-seated effects of an
unusually cold and precipitous
winter associated with a polar
vortex, sub-zero temperatures
and more than its fair share of
wintry snow and ice.
Local highway officials say
that kind of winter took a toll
not only on Kentucky roads but
on roadway budgets as well.
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Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet
announced
this month that
the state spent
more than $68
million
on
snow and ice
Todd
removal.
That's
more
than double the amount spent
during a normal winter season.
and it's calling into question
what kind of funds will be left
for much-needed road projects
in the future.
At the statewide level. about
6,000 workers worked to keep
60,000 miles of state roads passible when winter storm after
winter storm dumped several

II See Page 2

Blessed is the man that
walketh not in the counsel of
the ungodly, nor standeth in
the way of sinners, nor sitteth
in the seat of the scornful.
But his delight is in the law
of the Lord; and in his law
doth he meditate day and
night.
- Psalms 1 1-2
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AYING TRIBUTE
CCSO
hosts
officers'
memorial
Annual service
pays respect to
ultimate sacrifices
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
ast year's peace officers
memorial service in
Murray did not happen,
not because of weather either.
It was because most of the
community's law enforcement
officers were involved in a
search for a missing girl. who
later was found to be safe. It was
because those officers were
upholding the duty they have
sworn to uphold. protecting the
community.
The reason for Wednesday's
service
at
Murray
City
Cemetery and so many others
being observed across the country this week is because there
are times where officers have
died while on those duties. Last
year, 105 lost their lives in the
line of duty and National Police
Week was designed to honor
their memories, along with
every other officers who has
met the same fate.
"For most, it started as any

L

Above. Murray Police Chief Jeff Liles, left, and
Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum, right,
with assistance from Veterans of Foreign Wars
Post 6291 Commander Sam Warner, lay a
wreath at the base of the flag pole Wednesday
inside the Murray City Cemetery at the close
of the annual Peace Officers Memorial
Service.
At left, The Rev. Andy Harrell, chaplain of the
Calloway County Sheriff's Office is shown
Wednesday as the honor guard from American
Legion Post 73 of Murray provides a rifle
salute during the annual peace officers memorial service at Murray City Cemetery.
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Murray again a
Playful City USA

Good Morning
to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

Seventh year
in a row for
destination

Carolyn Carraway

From Sherry Purdom,
MISD Community
Education Director
Kristine Austria,
KaBOOM 1

One Section- 12 Pages
Classifieds
6-8
Comics
9
Community
5
Crosswords
8
Obituaries
4
Sports
10-12
Sudoku
8
Murray Community friends and representatives gather
during the annual 2013 Play Day festivities held this past
fall at the Murray Calloway County Central Park. Play
Day is celebrated each year in support of the Most Playful
City National award. Plans are already being made for
the 2014 Play Day slated for September.
SHERRY PURDOM / MISD Community Education Director

On May 13, KaBOOM!, in
partnership with the Humana
Foundation, announced 212
cities and towns across the
United States as 2014 Playful
City USA honorees. These communities are leaders in playability - the extent to which a city
makes it easy for kids to get balanced and active play - and are
making play part of the solution
that can move the needle on
countless urban challenges.

Murray, was named as a 2014
Playful City USA designation
for the seventh year in a row.
Murray Mayor Bill Wells said
this seventh time recognition is
a compliment to the Murray
community, the youth and their
parents that call Murray home.
"It is a testament to the city of
Murray and its citizens to
receive the designation again
for Playful Cities USA."
The KaBOOM! Playful City
USA program, sponsored by the
Humana Foundation, honors
cities, towns and communities
across America that are taking
bold steps to ensure that all children, especially the 16 million
American kids living in poverty.
have easy access to balanced
and active play in their communities. Cities being recognized
NI See Page 2

PLEASE VOTE

RBECCA
RADFORD • ANDREWS
CAULAIDAVatatin?
200-206E. Mn•Murray, KY

270-753-3361
won/ rnurraysupplyco.corn

#3 on the Ballot
PAID FOR RI REBECCA RADFORD ANDREWS POR PVA
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WEATHER

Thursday: Partly sunny
with a 20 percent chance of
showers. A high near 64 West
northwest wind 11 to 14 mph,
with gusts as high as 20 mph
Thursday Night: A 40 percent chance of showers.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 44 West wind 5 to 8
mph

Friday: Mostly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers.
A high near 63 West wind 6 to
11 mph.
Friday Night: A 20 percent
chance of showers Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 44
West wind 3 to 6 mph
Saturday: Partly sunny with
a 10 percent chance of showers A high near 65. Calm wind
becoming west northwest
around 6 mph in the morning.
Saturday Night: A slight
chance of showers Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 48.
Light east northeast wind.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 68 East wind 3 to
6 mph
Night: Partly
Sunday
cloudy, with a low around 49.
East wind around 6 mph.
Monday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 74.
Night: Partly
Monday
cloudy

ay

Please
support the
(hilted Way of
Murray-Calloway County

From Front
other day," explained guest
speaker for the event The Rev.
Andy Harrell, chaplain of the
Calloway County Sheriffs
Office, host of Wednesday's
service. -They would get their
equipment together and place it
in their cruiser not knowing
what lay in store for them. Then,
in just a moment's passing, they
were taken, simply because of
their devoted mission to protect
us."
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum said the service was
started about six years ago.
"It's just the right thing to do,"
Marcum said of the event that
also included participation from
the Murray Police Department
Honor Guard and details from
both Billy Lane Lauffer
American Legion Post 73 and
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post
6291 — Herman Eddie Roberts
Jr. Post, both based in Murray.
"We also can't travel to other
places that have these types of
activities. There were a lot of
times that our people used to go
to the one up in Paducah that
they have, but it's much better
for the people here to have one
of their own they can attend."
According to the National
Law Enforcement Officers
Memorial Fund, President John

F. Kennedy proclaimed May 15
From Front
as National Peace Officers
Memorial Day in 1962 and the inches of snow and ice on the
calendar week in which May 15 state. It totaled out to more than
falls, as National Police Week. 438,000 tons of salt used to treat
Established by a joint resolution roads, compared to the about
of Congress in 1462, National 194,000 tons used last year.
"This was an extraordinary
Police Week pays special recognition to those law enforcement year requiring extraordinary
officers who have lost their lives measures in terms of the amount
in the line of duty for the safety of salt used on state roadways
and the challenges KyTC faced
and protection of others.
This is something MPD as the winter pressed on," said
understands all too well. It was Nancy Albright, deputy state
in 1957 that its chief, Novell highway engineer for Project
McReynolds, was shot to death Delivery and Preservation.
while trying to end a dispute.
Despite several inches of ice
"I've
got
that
reminder
on
my
accompanied heavy snowthat
*
wall
said current MPD Chief fall during January and early
Jeff Liles."This is a very special March locally, Kentucky's
day where we get a chance to District I only accounted for
recognize our fallen law about 6 percent of the state's
enforcement brothers and sis- winter total, according to disters. Our hearts go out to their trict KyTC Spokesman Keith
families and we get a chance to Todd. He said districts encomthem know we're thinking passing
Louisville,
the
about them.
northern
and
Lexington
"We do this job on a daily Kentucky areas took the brunt
basis and, at the end of the day, of the polar weather, and, thus,
we want to go home to our fam- used the most cleanup money.
ilies safely."
District I spent $4,770,742 on
Current law officers from the cleanup efforts, with about a
Murray Police Department, million dollars going into labor
Calloway County Sheriff's and about two million toward
Office and Murray State materials.
University all were represented
The cost this year was just so
Wednesday, while retired offi- great," Todd said, "In fact,
cers from other agencies also we're still doing work now to
attended.
fix what this winter broke."
Cross drains and culverts were

especially damaged by oscillating thawing and freezing spells
the region suffered during the
winter months. This time of the
year is usually culvert season,
but heavy rains this week are
causing headaches for crews
assessing culvert structuralism,
as small cracks caused by ice
build-up weeks ago are causing
washed-out culverts, and could
even lead to washed-out roads.
Calloway County Roads
Superintendent Ricky Edwards
said his crews worked around
the clock during the winter
months to move snow and ice
off the roads. Now they're
working just as hard to repair
the covert culvert problems.
"Heavy rains are washing
them out," he said. "Whenever
you get a lot of rain, any little
flaw turns into .a bigger problem."
The region and state's biggest
concern, Todd said, however, is
the damaged budget in the aftermath of winter's freezing temperatures.
Todd said the department is
working to re-evaluate projects
slated for this summer.
"We might have to put some
things off this summer," he said.
"There's a lot of maintenance
that has to be done to keep roads
safe and usable, but we'll have
to be making some adjustments
here and there."
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From Front

Sunday, may 18Th • 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m

Beautiful custom-built all brick home' Only 12 years
old and located minutes from Murray State
University. hospital, shopping. etc Features include
an open floor plan, large living room upstairs, family room on the main level. ceramic floonng throughout the kitchen, dining room, bathrooms, and laundry room. Extra large family room to be enjoyed on Brenda Rowland
270-293-1308
the main level! Priced at $169,000. MLS 176269

711 Main St.

United Way of
Murray-Calloway County

/
2 bath home in
Charming 4 bedroom, 21
Canterbury! Beautifully decorated arid full of natural light, this home features multiple living areas
with built-ins, formal dining room, kitchen with
lots of customized storage space and an inviting
breakfast area. Recent updates include: new roof
"1"4
""
(2013), new carpet (2013). and new Pella sliding G•ge0
270-293-9333
door. Priced at $199,000. MLS 172716

www.murraykyrealestate.com

270-753-1222

WIMPY JONES

• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
• Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
living

LIVE UNITED!

span every region of the country, and include Washington,
D.C.; Chicago; Nashville;
San
Providence;
Austin;
Francisco; New York City; and
205 others.
To advance the national dialogue on play ability takes
shape. KaBOOM! and Murray
invite interest, expertise and
voices from members of the
Murray community and across
the country to get involved (and
get playful!) in thinking about
how play can create more family-friendly cities.
"With the tremendous support
of our friends at Humana

Foundation, we are thrilled to
recognize all of these communities that are working to ensure
all kids, particularly the 16 million that live in poverty, get the
play they need to thrive," says
KaBOOM! CEO and Founder
Darell Hammond.
Humana President and CEO
Bruce Broussard added,"We're
excited about our journey with
KaBOOM! and we appreciate
the shared values that Humana,
the Humana Foundation, and
the KaBOOM! organization can
rally around. Making it easy for
families to play, be healthy and
thrive together is a part of
Humana's dream, and it's a
commitment that all of us at
Humana enjoy sharing with
KaBOOM!."

Huel "Wimpy" Jones first asked Calloway County to elect 111111 ;is
Jailer nearly 50 years ago. For 24 years he proudly served in MA
capacity. Like many of our community leaders, he built a strong
foundation of professionatism and integrity for his office.
As his only career. Rodney has 16 years experience at the Calloway
County Jail, with 14 of those years in a leadership position as
Supervising Deputy.
Carrying on the tradition of integrity in the office of Jailer. Rodney
will maintain high standards and a fiscally responsible budget. He
is dedicated to serving the community in which he was born and
raised.
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Staff members with Spring Creek
Skilled Nursing & Rehab Center talk
with a resident at the center's annual
picnic for residents, families and staff.
Pictured, from left, are activities assistants Whitney Villanueva and Missy
Liles, resident Sue Scarbrough and
Activity Director JoAnna Thomas.
HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
HAWKINS TEAGUE
/ Ledger & Times
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GiNGLES
MAGISTRATE #4
• has 16 years experience on Fiscal Court
• has 16 years experience as Road Commissioner
Murray #9
• has not missed a regular Fiscal Court meeting in 16 years
University Church of Christ
• knows how to get grant money
Murray #12
• has not accepted any campaign money and owes no favors
Hickory Woods
• is 62 years old and a lifelong resident of Calloway County
Retirement Center
• is a retired teacher and has time to do the job
Calloway
Calloway County High School • has a B.S. and M.S. degree from Murray State University
..A• fernier Parks Btditttiteltinintt•(1999-9.09.U.
Coldwater
(12 years)
Coldwater Church of Christ • member Calloway County Health Board
• has attended seminars by the Department of Local Government in
Jackson
Frankfort(over 400 hours)
Murray-Calloway
• has a working relationship with area legislators and public officials
County Airport
• has been to Frankfort to lobby for Calloway County and MSU
Kirksey
• is fair and impartial
Kirksey Methodist Church
•has the ability to get things done
Lynn Grove
• owner Penny Grocery Museum
Lynn Grove Methodist
I ask for your support on May 20th, 2014. Thank you for your consideration.
Church Building

PRECINCTS

Paid tor by the candidate Johnny Gingles

Gabrielle Wibbenmeyer and Collin Andersson play Cathy and
Jamie, respectively, in the Playhouse in the Park production
of "The Last Five Years "The show has been double-cast, so
the characters are played by Molly Nimmo and Brad Brauser
in the other version The show will play May 16-25 at the
Playhouse.

Playhouse to present
'The Last Five Years'
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Playhouse in the Park will present the bittersweet romantic musical
"The Last Five Years" for the next two weekends starting Friday.
The musical was written by Jason Robert Brown and tells the story of
a five-year relationship and subsequent failed marriage of Jamie
Wellerstein, a writer who is beginning to become successful, and Cathy
Hyatt, a struggling actress. The show was originally produced in
Chicago in 2001 before being brought to New York City the following
year for an Off-Broadway run.
The show's director, Dr. Christopher Mitchell. is an associate professor of music at Murray State University, and this is the second show he
has directed there after"The Marvelous Wonderettes." He said there are
only two cast members featured in the show,but it has been double-cast
because of the demanding nature of the vocal performances, so audiences will see different actors depending on which performance they
attend. Collin Andersson and Gabrielle Wibbenmeyer play Jamie and
Cathy in one version, and Brad Brauser and Molly Nimmo star in the
other.
Andersson, Wibbenmeyer and Nimmo are vocal music majors at
MSU,Mitchell said. Brauser — who has appeared in several Playhouse
productions, including "Shrek the Musical" in the title role — is an
alum of the program.
Brown was the composer.lyricist and author of the book for"The Last
_ Five Years," and Mitchell said his musical st le has often been compare. to tep en on. elm. e s ow eatures an unusua structure in
that Cathy's side of the story is told in reverse chronological order —
starting with the end of the marriage and moving backward scene by
scene — while Jamie's story begins after his and Cathy's first date and
moves forward in time. Most of the songs are sung as solos, with the
show going back and forth between the characters, except for the song
in which the characters get married and sing to each other, Mitchell said.
"To me,it actually deepens it (the emotional impact) because you can
see the two different characters developing through the relationship
independently instead of at the same time,and it sort of makes you pay
more attention to how they're reacting to certain points in their relationship because they're not actually going through it at the same time.
"So when one's elated in their new love, the other one's in the dark
and broken-up period. They cross paths at the happiest point, and then
the show ends with him leaving and her being elated after their first date
... It's definitely focused on that individual aspect of relationships
instead of just watching a couple through time."
Mitchell said the show is about 90 minutes long with no intermission,
and about 95 percent of it is sung. The musical accompaniment for the
show will be performed live by a five-piece ensemble, which features
piano, guitar, bass guitar,cello and flute.
"The Last Five Years" starts Friday and will play through May 25.
Friday and Saturday shows are at 7 p.m. and Sunday matinees are at 2
visit
or
270-759-1752
call
tickets,
For
p.m.
w ww.playhouseinthepark.net

CCPL Board passes budget
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees passed
the library's 2014-15 budget at its monthly meeting Wednesday.
Treasurer Rhonda Henderson said she was very pleased at how
well the budget planning had gone this year since there were other
years in the recent past when it was struggle to get it balanced. The
budget contains a 3 percent raise or cost-of-living adjustment for
employees. Board Chair Teresa Betts said she was also excited
about the planned expansion of library programs and new digital
media options that will become available to patrons in the next few
months.
Betts said the community relations and marketing budget will be
$42,000, which is about three times what it was in the 2013-14
budget. Henderson said she thought this "significant" increase was
worth the cost because the library's strategic plan calls for much
more public education of the services the library provides. She said
that as a board member, people constantly ask her if libraries are
still relevant and are always surprised when she lists all the things
the library does.
"I think anything we can do to increase comzpunity awareness on
what their tax dollars are going for is money II spent," Henderson
said.
Community Relations Coordinator S y Linn said she and the
staff were getting ready for the launc f summer reading programs.
Because of the demand,a fourth ses on was added in the evenings
this year. She said the first three sesons were already filled and she
expected that the evening session would probably be full by the end
of Thursday.
Linn said she had also been asked by Murray Elementary School
to help keep students from sliding behind on reading during the
summer. She said the school planned to give extra "Tiger Tags" to
children who proved that they came to the library or used their
library cards over the summer.
Linn added that there would also be teen and adult summer reading programs.
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Mary Elizabeth Outland

Obituaries
Dolores Nora Fischer /hats
Dolores Nora Fischer HuIts, 70, of Moms Plains, NJ.. passed
away Monday. May 5, 2014 at her home.
She was born in Chicago. Ill. and resided in Buchanan, Tenn.,
before moving to Morris Plains 12 years ago. She
attended Murray State University. She was a
homemaker and a member of Notre Dame of Mt.
Carmel Church in Cedar Knolls, NJ. and also a
member of St. Clare's Transitions Program in NJ.,
which she attended four days a week since 2003.
Delores is survived by her devoted child, Kelly
HuIts Depcik, formerly of Buchanan and her husband Walter Orihuela. She is also survived by her
cherished grandchildren, Christopher Orihuela,
Kelli Orihuela, Nicole Orihuela and Andrew
Halts
Orihuela; her loving nieces and nephews, Kevin
and Amy Chmura, Jeanette and Vince Cozzolino, Thomas and
Missy Chmura.Jill CoHum,Russell and Kim Shepard, Bill and Meg
HuIts, Michelle HuIts and numerous great-nieces and greatnephews.
She was preceded in death by her former husband,Richard HuIts,
in 2013, and her mother and father, Manuella T. Scrol Fischer and
George 0. Fischer.
Delores was a special faith-filled lady who loved telling jokes and
spending time with others, especially her family, her friends at the
Transitions Program and her pets. She was a gentle, kind soul who
could find the good in anyone. She will be dearly missed by ever)
one who knew her.
Visitation will be at Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.,
Thursday, May 15,from 9-11:30 a.m. A prayer service will be held
at 11:30 a.m. at the funeral home. Burial will follow in Hillcrest
Memorial Park.
In lieu of flowers, donations may be made to Behaviorial
Health/Transition Program, c/o Saint Clair's Foundation, 140
Diamond Spring Road, Denville. NJ.07834.
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn., is in charge of arrangements.
This is a paid obituary.

If you are a NEWCOMER
to Murray/Calloway Co.
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT (270) 227-5456
OR 759-9216
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FORA SPECIAL WELCOME

k

4

We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
profe;siocal peopla,ItAthetir !Nay of saying,"We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Galloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!

Mary Elizabeth Outland,88,of Salem. Ore., formerly of Murray,
Ky., died Saturday. April 26,2014 at her home.
She was born May 30,1925 in Stewart County. Tenn. to Samuel
and Rosa Milton Hettinghouse.
She lived the majority of her adult life in Monroe
County, Mich., where she and her husband farmed
for fifty years and were active members of the
community. She was a devoted Christian, loving
wife and mother. She was an inspiration to many
and she will be dearly missed.
She was preceded in death by her parents and her
husband, John H. Outland.
Mrs. Outland is survived by two sons, Donald
Outland and wife Kathy of Salem. Ore., and
Outland
Ronald Outland and wife Nancy of San Antonio,
Texas; three grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m. Friday, May 16,2014 at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral HOme with Chadd Allen officiating. Burial will
follow at Outland Cemetery. Visitation will be Friday, May 16,2014
from 12-2 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Outland Cemetery
Fund, c/o Betty Vinson, 2011 Gatesborough Circle, Murray, Ky.
42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
This is a paid obituary.

Mary Alberta Ford
Mary Alberta Ford,72,of Benton, Ky.,died Wednesday, May 14.
2014 at 3:55 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah, Ky.
She was born Nov. 17, 1941 in Detroit, Mich., to Claude Miller

MSU photo provided

The Murray State University office of regional outreach host_
ed its annual project showcase on campus in Lovett
Auditorium on April 22 to celebrate the impact of outreach in
western Kentucky during the 2013-14 academic year. Project
leaders showcased their work at the event and the audience
was entertained by 7th-graders demonstrating what they
learned through the Shakespeare in the Schools initiative
with a performance from Henry IV Part I.

MSU outreach sets stage
for regional growth

and Lillian Neyenhaus Miller. She was a member
By BENTLEY UTGAARD
of Central Church of Christ.
Mrs. Ford was preceded in death by her parents, MSU Print Media
With special guests ranging
her husband, Virgil Ford, and two brothers, Irvin
the newly crowned Miss
from
Miller and Bobby Miller.
She is survived by two sons, Bill Lansford of MSU Summer Davis to middle
Shakespearean
Benton and Johnny Lansford of Logansport, Ind.; school-aged
State
Murray
the
a
actors,
Paducah;
of
Alexander
one daughter, Jackie
brother, Gerald Miller of Benton; sisters, Allene . University office of regional
Gibbons of Almo and Lilly Shepherd of Benton; outreach's annual project showeight grandchildren and three great-grandchildren. case on April 22 celebrated the
Ford
Visitation will be from 4-7 p.m. Friday, May 16, impact of outreach in western
Kentucky in high style at his2014 at Collier Funeral Home:Benton.Inurnment of Mrs. Ford and
her husband will be held at a later date in the Kentucky Veterans toric Lovett Auditorium. A sitCemetery West in Hopkinsville.
down luncheon on the stage
Collier Funeral Home,Benton, is in charge of arrangements.
itself - complete with elegant
linens from dining services and
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more of classical guitar music provided
the precettiall obittatriet t.treeds the Matimant 'et by the‘tedger 1 VISt 'Agit .1rilaldr '_Wed
and Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or Jeseo - were just some of the
space.
accents to make the project
showcase an enjoyable event.
Projects funded by regional
outreach this past year have
taken center stage in impacting
education in western Kentucky.
Each year. the Regional
Outreach Advisory Council
CARLSBAD, Calif. (AP) - eight-unit condominium com- selects worthy projects to
At least a half-dozen wildfires plex, as well as damaged eight receive funding. Regional outscorched San Diego County on homes and two businesses. reach supported 10 projects and
Wednesday, forcing thousands Thousands were asked to evacu- a handful of selected sponsor,t,he 2013-14 acaships duringret
to flee burning homes and ate their homes.
As the flames surged, a steady demiclYear.
prompting the closures of a college campus and Legoland stream of residents stopped at a'The four mi goals of regionCalifornia. No major injuries roadblock on a four-lane thor- al outreach and its council are
oughfare as they tried to return educational attainment, quality
were reported.
Firefighters contended with home to collect valuables.
of life,job creation and collaboRichard Sanchez watched rative partnerships. All of these
temperatures approaching 100
degrees and gusty winds as they nervously as a plume of black
were present in the projects
tried to contain flames fueled by smoke rose near his home. He funded. They included Math
brush and trees left brittle by had left his house an hour earli- Out of a Bag, Family Science
drought. Two firefighters suf- er in sandals to run an errand.
Night, Junior Achievement,
"All I want to do is get there Next Big Thing Innovation
fered minor injuries - one
heat-related and one from and evacuate," Sanchez said. Competition, Health in a Box
"We have a plan, but I can't exe- and more.
smoke inhalation.
The worst of the fires was in cute it."
After a reception in the Lovett
As authorities yelled "Please foyer where project leaders
the coastal city of Carlsbad,
about 30 miles north of San evacuate!" in Joe Post's neigh- showcased their work via
Diego and home to Legoland. borhood, he grabbed a garden
PowerPoint
presentations,
The park was closed because of hose and doused a palm tree in
posters and even robots, Dr.Tim
a power outage caused by the flames between his home and
Miller, MSU president, welhis neighbor's. He debated about
fire.
comed the group of about 80 to
The city's schools also were leaving his home, but he was the stage. Kevin O'Neill,
closed, and officials expected worried what he might find
Regional Outreach Advisory
they wouldn't reopen until next upon returning.
Council vice-chair and WKCIC
"Work water, work!" he shoutweek.
coordinator for continuing eduCarlsbad Mayor Matt Hall ed,spraying down charred land- cation, served as emcee for the
said the blaze consumed an scaping.
luncheon. Gina

Wildfire burns homes
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regional outreach executive
director, also spoke, giving a
special nod to the Fun with
Languages program for garnering interest in regional schools
this year with help from a small
sponsorship from the office.
Past grantees Dr. Barbara
Cobb and Dr. William "Rusty"
Jones of the department of

English and philosophy were
invited to speak about their
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along

brought

guests from

four

special

Murray Middle

School - three 7th-grade students and their language arts
teacher, Sheri Muehleman who demonstrated the impact of
their project. The students entertained the audience with a rousing

performance

from

Shakespeare's coming-of-age
classic, Henry IV Part I.
The banquet ended with the
presentation of a special gift of
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lation of students and community members Murray State serves
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last. This

thanks to Miller for his guidance
and support.
The projects displayed at the

through the office of regional
outreach. Winchester shared
that over the past five years
nearly 70 projects have funded
over 475 programs, collectively
impacting nearly 200,000 individuals in the region. As a
result, more than 200 strategic
partnerships were formed with

approximately $3 million leveraged to support educational
attainment.
Information on applying for
2014-15 funding will soon be
at
available
Winchester, www.murraystate.edu/outreach.
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Kentucky ordered to pay $70K in gay marriage case
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- A
federal judge has ordered
Kentucky to pay $70,000 in
attorney's fees to the plaintiffs
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Heyburn concluded that the
lawsuit brought by two couples
who were married in other
states or countries over the past
10 years and sought to force

erable skill" in winning the case
and the fees requested were reasonable.

Heyburn's decision to recognize out-of-state marriages is on
hold until the U.S. 6th Circuit
Court of Appeals rules on the
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Please support the

in a lawsuit that resulted in the
recognition of out-of-state
same-sex marriages.
U.S. District Judge John G.
Heyburn II on Wednesday
immediately put the order on
hold,though, pending the result
of an appeal of his ruling in the
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Children's
musical to
be presented

DAR to meet Saturday
The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution will
meet at 11 am., Saturday, May 17. at the
Murray State University Arboretum. Ann
Landini will present a program on the flag of
the United States. All members are urged to
attend as well as anyone who might be interested in joining.
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what they
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stage
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Knit-wits meet Friday

The Knit-wits group will meet Friday at 1
Martha
Finney Andrus, p.m., in the Community Room of the Calloway
County Public Library. Knitters and crocheters
Community
of all levels are welcome. For more information
editor
call Dot at 270-293-5588.

Den Youth Advisory Council to meet
The Den Youth Service Center Advisory Council will meet
Friday, May 16, at 11:30 a.m. in the library conference room at
Murray High School. For more information,contact Janeann Turner
at 270-753-6565.

Christian Choir being organized
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The Murray Mass Christian Choir is being organized to record a
professional produced Christmas CD and to present this program at
Lovett Auditorium. Directed by Mike Crook, minister of music at
Westside Baptist Church, this project is for any local church choir
or singer in the Murray-Calloway County area. A preview of the
music is scheduled for Sunday, June I, from 4-5:30 p.m. at
Westside Baptist Church,207 Robertson Road South. The public is
invited to join. For more information,call or text Mike at 270-2934918.

Kids Against Hunger session scheduled
Kids Against Hunger Murray Satellite is hosting a food.package
session at its headquarters, Stabler Farm, Saturday, Nky 17.
Volunteers of all ages are needed for one of two shifts: All;;;ti.m. or
II a.m. until 1 p.m. Call the Kids Against Hunger offike'1,4ated at
the Keller Williams Realty Experience office to sign MI fora shift,
270-753-1492.

NAMI Support Group to meet

,

The NAMI/Murray Family Support Group will meet Thursday.
May 15, at 6:30 p.m'. at the Educational Services 'building of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The support group is for the
family and friends of someone diagnosed with a mental illness such
as bi-polar, major depression,schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive
disorder, panic disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder and borderline personality disorder. At each support group meeting,4 sharing
and support time lets attendees be heard in a safe, confidential and
welcoming environment. For more information,call 270-748-6133.

Hazel Bulb and Broom Sale underway
The Hazel Lions Club will hold its annual Bulb and Broom Sale
Thursdayolhlay 15, beginning at 5 p.m. until dark in the Hazel area.
Other salowwill be held in different locations later in the summer.
This is the, major fundraiser for the Hazel Lions Club. For more
information contact Hughes Bennett,(731)498-8324.

American Legion to provide flags
American Legion Post 73 of Murray will be providing free flags
suitable for marking graves of Veterans on Memorial Day to the
first 100 people making a request. The flags will be available from
1-4 p.m. each Wednesday afternoon at the Post 73 Veterans' Hall at
310 Bee Creek Drive. Flags will also be available Friday, May 23,
at the Chamber of Commerce from 1:30-4:30 p.m. or until supplies
last. This offer will end at 4:30 p.m. Friday, May 23.

MWC Alpha Department to meet
The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Saturday. May 17, at II a.m. The presentation will be on
"Continuing to Learn." The speaker will be the winner of

:cognize their
and difficult.

The Friends of the Arboretum Board of Directors are sponsoring
a kite flying contest Saturday, May 17, at 12:30 p.m. at The
Arboretum at Murray State University. Children and adults are
encouraged to bring their kites to compete in various competitions.
Categories for prizes are prettiest, most colorful, funniest, biggest,
smallest and best in show. Please meet under the large pavillion.
Admission is free. In case of rain, the evenj.will be cancelled.

Cadiz. From 1-24, take the U.S. 68 exit west toward Cadiz.
For more information and to make your reservations, contact
Nick Edmonds at nick.edmonds@ky.gov or call the lodge at 1-800325-1708.

Special to the Ledger

With the sunset as a backdrop,The Friends of Lake Barkley State
Resort Park are sponsoring an evening of jazz at the Lake Barkley
Lodge's Windows on the Water restaurant on Saturday. May 17.
Under the direction of Beth Stribling, 18 seventh and eighth-grade (9)=.0it
t_.rnemberi of the Murray Middle School Jazz Ensemble will present
'4,iteo sets of music beginning at 6 P.m. Musical choices will include
ltcksii Around Abe Clock," "Jazz Police," "St. Louis Blues," Ear,tb
"September," "Sway"(made popular by, vocalists -1
Wind;atid Fire;\,
form Deanl Mirtitt to Michael Buble), and "Velvet Rain," written in
OPENING THIS SATURDAY
the Miles Davis style,liaturing trumpet soloist Luke Armstrong.
Ninth-grade song bnds-Anna Cate Brown and Brynn Jones will be
PM
AM singing 20th Centurytitandards. Dining options for purchase include
a buffet dinner or items from the restaurant's regular menu.There is
Architectural Decor
no extra charge for the entertainment.
Families and individuals can enjoy other entertainment and lodgPrimitives
ing opportunities at the park. Lake Barkley State Resort Park is the
Metal & Iron Garden Decor
largest state resort park in Kentucky and features a lodge, cottages,
Wreaths
the Windows on the Water Restaurant, a seasonal campground, 18fishing,
marina,
pool,
indoor
with
center
fitness
course,
hole golf
and much, much more!
tennis courts, hiking trails, gift shop, and recreational and nature
300 Main St. • Hazel, KY (on the corner)
programming. The park is located at 3500 State Park Road in
ri Hours: Thursday-Friday 10-4 • Sunday 1-4

(,)

It's So

4:30

May 17• 10

Puryear Day to be May 17
a

Special to the Ledger
Puryear Lions Club will hold its 35th annual Puryear Day on
Saturday. May 17.
The celebration begins at 10 a.m. with a parade and registration
is from 8:30-9:30 am.on Cherry Street. There will be many activities during the day including free inflatables from II a.m. until 5
p.m.; a mechanical bull, arts and crafts, cake auction and free hamburgers, hot dogs and drinks until 5 p.m.
Musical groups will start at noon and the Great River Road Band
will perform at 6 p.m.
For more information contact Wanda Gallimore 731-247-5489.
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Dear Calloway Taxpayar:
It's a fact: The IRS targeted 270 Tea Party Groups across the
USA; and if they can do it to them -- they can do it to YOU
and YOUR GROUP! Don't you think??? Should the IRS be
allowed to act like a bunch of Nazi's???

a, COME HEAR Freelance writer Laura Ewald tell the
d STORY: of "George Washington's Secret Spy Ring that
Need Line Board will meet Monday. May 19, at 12:30 p.m. at ;
Saved the Infant Republic!" on Mon.. May 19th at 6 p.m. in
the Need Line office. 509 North Eighth Street. Need Line will be
the Library on Main St., Murray, according to Dan Walker.
Day.
Memorial
for
26,
May
closed Monday,
Prog. Ch.

s

sy-

Need Line Board to meet Monday

The Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday. May 19, at Sirloin Stockade at 11:30 a.m. Installation of
officers and a short business meeting will be on the agenda. The
project of the month is the Humane Society so please bring dog,
puppy,cat or kitten food to the meeting.

that the plainlowed "considinning the case
ested were reaision to recogmarriages is on
IS. 6th Circuit
Is rules on the

MMS Jazz Ensemble to play Saturday

Kite flying contest to be held

MWC Theta Dept. to hold meeting

ge case

Photo provided

MWC THETA DEPT. MEETING HELD: The Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club
met Monday, April 21, at the Murray Woman's Club house for its regular monthly meeting. The
She informed members about the
program, Divine Divas, was presented by La Tarsha
mentoring program she and Charde' Hudspeth conduct with middle and high school students.
Pictured, from left, are Hudspeth, Sylvia Puckett, hostess for the meeting. and Lee

Special to the Ledger
Singer/songwriter Randall
Goodgame will bring Slugs &
Bugs children's music to
Murray at 4 p.m. Sunday. May
18, at Murray Family Church.
411 Maple St. This performance
is for children ten years of age
and younger.
Slugs & Bugs is sponsored
by Immanuel Luther's Little
Hands Storytime with help
from Murray Family Church.
Christian Community Church
and First United Methodist
Church.
There is no set ticket price
but donations will be accepted
and appreciated.
Learn more about Slugs &
at
Bugs
www.slugsandbugs.com.
Questions can be directed to
Kristin Taylor at kristinhilltayJulie
or
lor@gmail.com
Schroeder at ki;oescjrpeder12ftmail.com

Gifts

&
2:1 HWY.641 N.• MURRAY 40
270-753-1725
www.rollingh.com

Sponsored by the Concerned Taxpayers of Western Kentucky
(The Tea Party).
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Most Qualified Candidate
28 Years in the County Clerk's Office
34 Years of Title Work Experience
Knowledgeable and Experienced
Trustworthy and Responsible

Celebratino
MAIM
SATURDAY
our
16th Season! 4, 111AREeT

"I am ready and willing to serve the people of
Calloway County when elected to the office' of

Beginning Saturday, May 17

As a potter's daughter, a strong work ethic
was instilled in rue at an early age. I have car-

Calloway County Clerk.
I promise to he an effective public servant and
to lead the clerk's office in the most efficient
and userfriendly manner possible.

that with me all mu life and will continue
to apply that to my work as the Calloway
County Clerk.
I would appreciate your vote on May 20th."
ried
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Downtown Court Square
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Make Lisa the People's Choice!
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PLAINTIFF,

JAMES B NUTTER & COMPANY,
VS.

NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

DEFENDANTS

BEING A PART OF THE WEST HALF OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF
SECTION 15, TOWNSHIP 2, RANGE 5 EAST AND BEING FURTHER
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
BEGINNING AT A POINT LOCATED ON THE SOUTH RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE
OF THE LES TODD ROAD,SAID POINT BEING THE NORTHWEST CORNER
OF THE KENNETH TODD PROPERTY THENCE SOUTH 11 DEGREES 19
MINUTES 31 SECONDS WEST AND WITH TODD'S WEST LINE 100.00 FEET,
THENCE SOUTH 62 DEGREES 12 MINUTES 48 SECONDS EAST AND WITH
TODD'S SOUTH LINE 60.00 FEET; THENCE DUE SOUTH 150.00 FEET,
THENCE DUE WEST 308.68 FEED TO THE EAST-EELOPERTY LINE OF VAN
CLARK; THENCE NORTH 1 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST
637.79 FEET TO THE SOUTH OR WEST RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE OF THE LES
TODD ROAD; THENCE SOUTH 19 DEGREES 38 MINUTES 46 SECONDS
EAST AND FOLLOWING SAID RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE 142.86 FEET; THENCE
SOUTH 30 DEGREES 46 MINUTES 41 SECONDS EAST 126.61 FEET,THENCE
SOUTH 52 DEGREES 24 MINUTES 05 SECONDS EAST 139.64 FEET;'THENCE
SOUTH 62 DEGREES 12 MINUTES 48 SECONDS EAST AND STILL FOLLOWING SAID RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE 71.11 FEET TO THE POINT BEGINNING,
THIS TRACT CONTAINS 2.628 ACRES.
GRANTOR OBTAINED TITLE TO THE ABOVE DESCRIBED TRACT I BY
DEED FROM CALVIN TODD,ET AL, RECORDED DECEMBER 10, 1975 ON
MICROFILM IN BOOK 155, CARD 1424 IN THE OFFICE OF THE CLERK OF
THE CALLOWAY COUNTY COURTi
TRACT II:
BEGINNING AT AN IRON STAICEiN THE LINE OF THE CLARK FARM AND
THE TODD PLACE; THENCE NORTH 375 FEET TO AN IRON STAKE;
THENCE IN A WESTERLY DIRECTION 180 FEET TO AN IRON STAKE;
THENCE A LITTLE EAST OF SOUTH 218 FEET TO AN IRON STAKE(BEING
120 FEET WEST OF THE CLARK LINE);"THENCE IN A SOUTHEASTERLY
DIRECTION TO AN IRON STAKE,THE BEGINNING POINT.
GRANTOR OBTAINED TITLE TO HIS ? INTEREST IN TRACT II BY DEED
FROM EDNA PURDOM CLARK RECORDED AUGUST 3, 1976 ON MICROFILM
IN BOOK 156, CARD 629 IN THE OFFICE OF THE CLERK OF THE CALLOWAY COUNTY COURT. GRANTEE OBTAINED TITLE TO'INTERESTIIN
BOTH AFOREMENTIONED DEEDS.
SUBJECT TO RESTRICTIONS, RESERVATIONS, EASEMENTS,COVENANTS,
OIL, GAS OR MINERAL RIGHTS OF RECORD,IF ANY.

By virtue of a Default Judgment'and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on April 28, 2014, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of
the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $44,947.01, together with interest
thereon at the rate of 6.75% per annum from May 1, 2013, until paid, plus fees,
costs, etc.. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
Thursday, May 29, 2014, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout,the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
address being 207 Main Street, Almo, KY 42020, and being more particularly
described SS follows:
Lot Nos. 42, 43, 37, and 47 and the west half of Lot No. 36 and 44 and a strip of 5
feet wide running north and south off of the east end of Lot No. 48 as shown in the
plat of the town of Buena. now Almo, Kentucky as shown in Deed Book 3 page
413, Calloway County Clerk's Office.

This 12th day of May, 2014.
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

a
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Beginning at the northeast corner of Third Street and running West 82 feet to
Scutter Galloway lot; thence south 84 feet to Barnes and Ola Burkeen lot; thence
East 83 feet to Hersey Hopkins'lot; thence north 84 feet to starting corner, as
shown in the plat of the town of Buena, now Almo, Kentucky, as shown in Deed
Book 3 page 413, Calloway county Clerk's Office.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Jerry D. Hall and wife,
Tammy L. Hall by Survivorship Deed dated May 28, 1999, file June 1, 1999, of
record in Deed Book 318 page 215 in the office of the Calloway County Clerk,
Kentucky.
Parcel No. 048-A-0004-00004
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty(30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully dud and payable in thirty
(30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as adaitional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2014 ad valorem taxes.
This 12th day of May, 2014.

Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CivilAction No. 13-CI-00410

Name
I St. Address
City___
I State
ph
I
Daytime
Mall

_

Zip

this coupon with payment to

Murray Ledger A Times
P.O. Pox 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 723-1916
•

STUBBLEFIELD
Farm
back on the Square
Downtown Saturday
Market
Fresh Country
Sausage
Pork Chops
Steaks. Roasts,
Ground Beef
270 753 3187

PLAINTIFF,

PNC BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Judgment and Order of
Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court on March 10, 2014. in the above cause,
to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of
$117,855.39, plus interest at the rate of 53. per annum from May 1,2013, until
paid, together with fees, costs. etc.. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Thursday. May 29, 2014, at the hour of 10:00 a.m.,
local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, with its address being 2560 New Providence Road, Murray, KY
42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a stake on the East right of way of Kentucky Highway 893
(Providence-New Hope Road) and said beginning point being 415 feet South of the
corner between Thomas Nesbitt and Ola Ferguson; thence from said beginning
point East 116 feet to a stake; thence South parallel with Kentucky Highway 893,
222 feet to a stake; thence West 122 feet to a stake in the East right of way of
Kentucky Highway 893; thence, North with the East right of way of Kentucky
Highway 893, 222 feet to the point of beginning.
Being the same property conveyed to Jimmy G. Walker and wife, Laura A. Walker,
who acquired title, with rights of survivorship, by virtue of a deed from William
Allen McKeel, and wife, Jan Alice McICeel, dated August 31, 2005, recorded
September 2,2005, in Book 610. Page 250, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
Subject to all restrictions, conditions and covenants and to all legal highways and
easements.
Parcel No 071-0-0044-A
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent (10'4 I of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 123.
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
1301 days. A lien shall be retained on the property am additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2014 ad valorem taxes.
This 12th day of May, 2014.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
'alloway Circuit Court

THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

NOTICE OF SALE

050
Lost and Foirid

Reward for the return
of company mascot
Herbert Murray Bait
Company

A
App's
TAKING
Karen's Wildcat Apply
in person

DEFENDANTS

Ac

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on April 14, 2014, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $51,446.29, together with interest thereon at the rate
shall
of 6.375% per annum from May 1, 2013, until paid, plus fees, costs, etc., I
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
29,
May
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday,
2014, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1698 Radio
Road, Almo, KY 42020, and being more particularly described as follow%

Except: The following described tract of land heretofore conveyed to C. W. Outland
and Mary Outland by deed form B. W. Burkeen Burkeen and Ola Burkeen dated
August 23, 1952, and recorded in Deed Book 94, Page 539 in the office of the
Calloway County Clerk:

BEING THE SAME TRACTS OF LAND, WHICH BY DEED DATED JANUARY 2,
NOTICE OF SALE
1996, AND RECORDED AMONG THE LAND RECORDS OF CALLOWAY COUN- VS.
TY ON JANUARY 4, 1996, IN BOOK 222, PAGE 19, WAS GRANTED AND CONJIMMY G. WALKER,LAURA A. WALKER,
VEYED BY HOWARD TODD (HIS? UNDIVIDED INTEREST)UNTO BARA/K/A LAURA WALKER. PORTFOLIO
BARA TODD
RECOVERY ASSOCIATES, LLC, MURRAYCALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL,
MAP:- 069-0-0011-C
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 60 days, but
if sold on a credit of60 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within sixty days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in sixty days.
A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent
taxes shall he ascertained and graid, but shall be sold subject to the 2014 ad valorem taxes.

VS.

MARK C. FREE,[CRYSTAL FREE.
MIDLAND FUNDING, LLC,

NOTICE OF SALE

JERRY D. HALL,
TAMMY L. HALL,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on April 28. 2014, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $41,021.13, together with interest thereon at the rate
of 2.66'; per annum from December 20, 2013, until paid, plus fees, costs, etc., I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday,
May 29, 2014, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
1031 Rockwood Road, Murray, Ky 42071, and being more particularly described as
follows:
TRACT I:

I

PLAINTIFF,

Frar
on
bom
Lillie

PLAINTIFF,

BANK OF AMERICA, NA,

FIRST HORIZON HOME LOANS,
A DIVISION OF FIRST TENNESSEE
BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
VS.

CHARIAYTTE MULLINS, UNKNOWN SPOUSE
OF CHARLOTTE MULLINS, BILLY TODD,
KAREN TODD,SANDRA TODD, TIM TODD,
UNKNOWN OCCUPANTS,COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY,COUNTY OF CALLOWAY.

3 mo..............,$70,50
6 me.
yr.-...4120.00

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 14-CI-00053

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13,CI-00460

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-00-00323

A 24,998 square foot tract of land as surveyed by Ricky A. lbsh(RLS 92900)of the
firm of F T. Seargent and Associates of Murray, Kentucky, on August 9, 1991,
located on the east side of Kentucky Highway 1824(Old U.S. Highway 841)and
being a part of the northeast quarter of Section 26, Township 3, Range 4 East, in
Calloway County, and being more particularly described as follows: Beginning at a
#4 rebar (set) on the east right-of-way of Kentucky Highway 1824, 30.00 feet east
on the centerline, 0.14 miles, more or less, north of Jackson Road, and being the
northwest corner of the herein described tract of land and a common corner to the
Jack Glover property, said point being located South 10 degrees 14' 49' West 110.00 feet from a 1/4" square tube (found) at the northwest quarter of the Glover
property; Thence with the boundary of the Glover property the following bearings
and distances: South 84 degrees 4(Y 34" East 180.00 feet ipassing through a 04
rebar set) at 148.67 feet) to a #4 rebar (set); Thence South 11 degrees 44' 29" West
- 140.00 feet to a #4 rebar (set); Thence North 84 degrees 40' 34" West - 180.00 feet
to a #4 rebar (set) on the east right-of-way of Kentucky Highway 1824, 30.00 feet
east of the centerline; Thence, North 11 degrees 44' 29" East. 140.00 feet with the
chord of the curved right-of -way of Kentucky Highway 1824 concave to the west
(arc distance 140.00 feet) to the point of beginning.
Less and Except the following described tract of land conveyed to Jack Glover and
wife, Norma Glover, by Quitclaim Deed from Eugene Emerson and wife, Karen K.
Emerson, dated April 29, 1994 and of record in Book 202, at Page 281, in the
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office and more particularly described as follows.
A 2,179 square foot tract of land as surveyed by the firm F. T. Seargent and
Associates of Murray. Kentucky, in August, 1991, located east of Kentucky
Highway 1824(Old U.S. Highway 641)approximately 6 miles north of the City of
Murray and being a part of the Northeast Quarter of Section 26, Township 3,
Range 4 East, in Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly
described as follows-.
---Commencing at a 04 rebar (found)on the east right-of-way of Katticky Highway
1824, 30.00 feet east of the centerline, 0.14 mile, more or less, north of the Jackson
Road, at the northwest corner of the Eugene and Karen Emerson property and a
common corner to the Jack Glover property, said point being South 10 degrees 14'
49" West 110.00 feet from a "square tube (found) at the northwest corner of the
Jack Glover property; Thence South 84 degrees 40' 34' East - 148 67 feet with the
boundary of the Emerson property and the Glover property to a #4 rebar (found)
at the northwest corner of the herein described tract of land on the north boundary of the Emerson property, said point being the Point of Beginning-, Thence with
the boundary of the Glover property the following bearings and distances: South
84 degrees 40' 34" East 31.63 feet to a #4 rebar (found), being the northeast corner
of the Emerson property and the northeast corner of the herein described tract of
land: South 11 degrees 4429' West- 140.00 feet to a 04 rebar (found) at the
southeast corner of the Emerson property and the southernmost corner of the
herein described tract of land; Thence, North 01 degree 6' 21" West - 140.00 feet
severing the property of Emerson to the point of beginning.
Being the same property conveyed to Mark C. Free and spouse,!Crystal Free who
acquired title, with rights of survivorship, by virtue of a deed from Susie Downey
(Pk/a Rhonda S. Buttenvorthiand spouse, Jerry Downey, dated October 17, 2002.
recorded November 18, 2002, at Official Records Volume 456, Page 687, Calloway
County, Kentucky records
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(10%1o(the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty (30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 123
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2014 ad valorem taxes.'
This 12th day of May, 2014
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Help Iffentsd

Construction Workers
Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes for carpenters, rod
busters, concrete finishers, structural welders, iron
workers, millwrights, pipe fitters, pipe welders.
operators, crane operaturs, field engineers,
foreman and superintendents for heavy industrial
work. MSHA training is helpful but not required
EOE Apply at 1821 Peartree Lane, Hq*insville,
KY 42240 or email resumes to
dbuetiler robinsonconstiuchon
PART-TIME RESIDENT MANAGERS:
Behavioral Health Initiatives, Inc. is currently
accepting applications for PT positions for our
Puryear. TN location Candidate will provide
supervision and allistance to residents of a group
home for the disabled. Some responsibilities
include monitonng and maintaining of facility.
cooking and cleaning, providing van transportation
as needed Previous experience is preferred and
ability to work multiple schedules and some
weekends The pay rate is $8.50 per hour. Must be
21 yrs or older, have a HS diploma or equivalent.
valid DL and dean driving record. Send resume to:
jan.walker0bhillc org or fax to 731-668-3045
Absolutely No Phone Calls Please/E0E.

060
Help Vhilid

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting expenenced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting aspenence. To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message No walk in
applicants accepted
EOE

The Calloway County Public Library
710 Main Street Murray, KY
The library is accepting applications for a
part-time Clerk/Shelver The position begins at
minimum wage, and includes night and
weekend shifts, year-round. Summer availability
is required Job duties include shelving and
maintenance of materials in Dewey order, and
assisting patrons at the circulation desk,
Applications are available at the library and
must be filled out in person
Application close date is 6 p m
on Friday. May 23rd

BIM MOW
CUSTOMER
Representative

Sales

Toyota of Hopkinsville
is looking for qualified
Customer Sales Reps
for our very successful
Department
Sales
Candidates must have
excellent communication skills, good selling
skills, PC computer
proficiency, a neat professional appearance,
as well as some knowledge of an automobile
Great earnings and
benefits in a drug-free
environment for enthusiastic, hard-working
candidates, Apply for
job by sending email to
stevebarnos0toyotaof
hopkinsvitle.corn listing
work history. EOE. All
inquiries confidential
Trucking
ELITE
Service LLC is needing
OTR
professional
Truck Dnvers for well
Flatbed
established
company
trucking
Must be 23 years old
with at least 2 years
Horns
experience
most weekends Paid
by odometer miles not
computer miles. Pay
scale based on expeoonce Must have good
CSA score For more
information please cal
270382.2600
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Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger SC Times
Want to Buy

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil

—
Happy 91st Birthday.
L.A. Sykes
"c
From your

& soda signs. pump,
military Call Larry 7533633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.

"Martha's"
— F11,9ut,

GOOD used air condiboner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electnc & gas heater,
storm windows. 7534109

Breakfast Buddies!

- lkm.9un.
-No11.121).111.
- Tue. lp.m.
Wed.12 p.m.
- Thurl2p.m.

Nouns For Roil
2 or 38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent com
/properties
4BR, 3BA, 2500 so/ft 1
only
pet
small
$ 120 Oirent
$1200/deposrt, 1 year
1802 Valley
lease
270-753-8242
rickmanconstruction01
ive corn

PAYING $20 and up
for old silver dollars
270-293-6999

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C

150
11

Articles
For Sale

STORAGE and
PROPANE

CHRISTOPHERS COINS
We PAY top $$$
for your coins

119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

our

1927

We SELL coins
& paper money
PLAINTIFF,

tEFENDANTS
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A celebration will be held on
May 18, 2014 from 2:00 to
4:00 pm at Fern Terrace
•
Assisted Living, 1505 Stadium •
View Drive Murray, KY hosted
by her children June Kay and
Roy Ezell and Larry and
Marilyn Flood, grandchildren II
Cindy Ezell Hinson. Scott and
Beth Ezell, Amber and Jack
Henshaw, & Allen and Lindsey
Flood, great-granchildren
Jack, Will and Sam Ezell, &
Corban and Gadden
Henshaw.
The Family requests no gifts,
please. Your presence ancVor
a card are present enough.
• Cards may be mailed to 1505
03
Stadium View Drive Murray,
KY 42071.
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060
Help Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wetypage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to johnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wchsite.
However, as a national
wettsite, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
EXPERIENCED auto
body repair person
Paid by experience
Mayfield area Call or
text to set up an interview 270-748-6095
Company
LOCAL
Customer
seeks
Service Representative
for 20-25 hours per
week Starting pay $81
per hour Please send
completed resume to
PO Box 1040 D

aloft/dad
MER

Frances Allen Flood turned 95 cs
on May 12, 2014. She was
born in 1919 to Reba Earl and
Lillie Cunningham in Trigg Co.

Sales
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HIRING Graphics Asst.
Duties: assist w/ print
schedule, all inventory,
print production, design
w/AI, communicating
w/customers
and
(phone/email)
products.
shipping
Qualified persons must
PC/MAC.
include.
design w/AI & PS, handle multiple projects 0
same time, complete
tasks.
assigned
to:
Resume
info0pecoproducts.co
m or 3812 US Hwy 641
N. Murray, KY 42071.

ACRES
GREEN
HEALTH CARE
FULL time RN-LPN 6A2P
Weekend Baylor SRNA
6A-6P, 6P-6A Work 12
hours get paid for 16
NON SMOKER, Child
Care Provider for 2 to 3
children Monday to
Friday. 8 am to 6 pm
270-753-9887
PART-TIME Cleaner
wanted for upscale
lakefront homes There
will be about 5 cleanings a month and most
are on Saturday Must
be experienced, very
detailed, and have references $12 per hour
270-978-0624

Kelp Ranted

*Coin Appraisal

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.

@Trends-n-Treasures
Murray KY, 270-753-4161
Dr Fuhrmann

Corner 01 121 S. & Glendale.

SINOER
SALES E. VAC

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

JUKI. JANOME & SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums

*Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Quilts starting at $75
G.E. Financing

900-C $ 12th
0.1-Air Center
(270)753-5323
Straw $3501 bale
(270)753-4582, 270227-7352

Bedroom homes in
RIverfleld Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7072

Kritter Kate

$I&
lkirtintify Cle.

CHECK out this baby
doll' Occupied
780 sq tt 2BR CM/A
Covered porches
new
storage bldg
paint, surveyed property
Lots of extras
$14,750 00
With reasonable offer,
you can own it East
Elementary area Drive
by 229 White Oak,
Murray KY 270-7536012

WARD-ELKINS

li Prop. For Rent
Ccr onerical
liRn

605 (South 12th St

(270)753-1713

2,300SINT

160
Home Furnishings

Office/Retail/
Warehouse Space

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets Still
in plastic, King $385,
Full $185 (270)2934121

802 Maple Street
170-753-8964

Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plas-

clean up / body work

Auto Shop
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

Opportunity
TDO #711

nicholsent com/proper
ties or call 270-753
4109

newly remodeled. New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

All our line ads are placed

online for FREE! From pets to used
cars. Check the CLASSIFIEDS

Dr. Kevin Adam

308S 12th
*Eyeglasses
Murray
*Contacts
759-2500
*Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.com

Thank you for your business'

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
* MEMORIAL DAY TRIBUTE
0o The Murray Ledger & Times is honoring

USED TIRES
14 15. 16 inch

Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

1 soldiers past and present with a salute to
0
..0
our local military' personnel.

You can participate by sending a photo
of your active-duty or veteran family
member for inclusion in our military
salute to be displayed Saturday. May
24th. For only $10.00 per photo.
(one person per photo)
Submissions must be received by
Tue., May 20 at 12 p.m.

270-753-4461
2003 White Toyota
Camry XLE 170k miles.
Full power. 4 cylinder.
heated
moonroof,
nice
seats, extra
$6,000. 270-753-0181
270-227-4961

Airman First Class
US Air Force
Nov. 14, 1951-Dec. 17, 1954

trYour Name:
lAddressDaytime Phone
'Service Member's Name:
Branch of Service.

'Rank:

'Number of Years Served:
06 Springdale Camper
Sleeps 4. 1 Slide Out
Pull behind, Length
26tt, Asking $13,000
Call
270-978-0313
270-978-1479
38 foot Coachman.
1995. 2BR w/slide out
C/H/A. Pull behind
$4900. 270-978-3867

Mt HIRAI

Services Offered

CLEAN CUT
LAWN C 11:1
Li'.-\F RIAILA \I

SININC Cif:\\
1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction. Homes,
decks,
remodeling,
porches,
screened
garages, sagging. rotten floors, termite damage, home and mobile
753-0353
repair.
Larry Nimmo
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

• weekli.,
• locally

OUR 2014 GRADUATES,.411ASS ACT
Let your graduate know how proud you
are of their achievements by placing your
graduation line to be published in our
Graduation Tab.

Fret,estimati.s
C-,111 kt-vin ctt

270-293-4020
Jacob,
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
'Licensed 8 Insured

Congratulations!
We are very proud of you!
Good luck to you!
Love,
Mom & Dad

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

LEDGER&TIMES 117

TREE SERVICE
'Trimming
'Stump Grinding
-Firewood
"Insured

Hifi Appliance
Repair

Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Senice on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs

Well Drilling
We// Pump Service

(270)293-8686

Resident/4/ &
Agricultural
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

AMAZING
GREEN CLEAN
Nitinie

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
753-1916

effier c'e

•PrOteSSALVal. Icsfidble
SEVI1Cr

els tfigt

Personal Cleaner
Houses. Offices. ect
free estiments, referacaulable.
ences
dependable 270-9787688

k

1.
itiP400

(270) 489-2839

Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Deadline for
letters is
May 20th
at 12 p.m.
Cost is $8
-\\
per message.
No more
than 20
words.
At
School logo dill
ll
vplcif ebde on ad tk.

11

*Removal
ON4 ned/operated

ems04.1

caetfaitel)h•

FUTRELL'S

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

P.O. Box 1040 •
Murray, KY 42071

LEDGERSITIMES

Small Jobe Our
Specialty
Dozer work, hauling and
bush hogging
Kelly Fame
270-293-6755
Mso Garden Grade
Tap Sou
,'*',me Improvements
*Bath ef Kitchen
From Drywall A Painting
To Plumbing
Flooring & Decks
isfrisurecf *Sr Discount
'Free Estimates
Wei-ober OfAngies List

Wilt/MM.
remudellnscom
270-436-5959
Call 1.135 and Pay Less

2222

Rob Roy Erwin

ho;landinotorsates corn

LAWN Mowing
Free estimates
Colby 270-227-9027

'Handyman Services
'Yard Work
"Gutters Cleaned
'Home Repairs

12701 205 2365

MITCHELL
BROS.
PA V/NG
'Asphalt Instaliation

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience

"Seal coating & stnping
*Licensed-Insured
40 yrs expenen

(270)759-0501

LIGHT backhoe,
light bushhogging;
tilling, yard drainage.
carpentry &
construction 270-4366400
See us at
WWW brownconstuction org

Lawn Care
Wowing
•Thniming
-Storni Debns
Removal
•Low rates
•Free estimtes
*Licensed &

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

r

Gary 270-227-0420

Al StiVes ;7iWiVakci

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562, 2270267

Lawn Mowing, Free
Estimates Hector 270227-6638

Greg Mansfield

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

Groot Homstoon

Dot spend your money Ckrt
state leapt 00CAP

(270) 293-8480

Midway
Tire & Brake
Opens May 5th

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
ludeartai/Cessenrchilatesioluilal
Moss C. Ballisert
WWW.HCLI.C.NET
(270) 759-0890

Mir 641
illuirat,
".?ark Wilkerson
(2701 761-5800

270-768-7084
"OWNER Finance2BR, 2BA
Lake Cottage-Hamlin
$950 down $495 month
Call Ruthie 270-753-

Eyecare Specialties

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

47110
1 ntI'S al ,7,
,
•PP50,

VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,

1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshins1 murray-ky net

Residential & Commercial

rawly
remodeled.

USED APPLIANCES

5514

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

Wane,
MD,WPM!
LARGE
SELECTION

, Embroidery
Screen Printing
Always on Time & What You Ordered

Anima/ Boarding and House Calls
-Our horns Of yours
'Reliable
-Affordable
-References Available
,
-Safe & Loving Environment
Phone: 270-759-5426
Email: kritterkareboardin
ahoo.corn

(270) 436-2524

David Bailey

house cleaned top to
bottom? Give
me a call 731-3363891 references available

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

Now 2-4

& 10x15's

MANUFACTURING
tic. $195. Can Deliver
Company located in
270-293-4121.
Paris, TN seeking full
(270)485-6122
Purchasing
time
Lawn &Garden
Agent.
380
Responsibilities
Pets & Supplies
include_ Quoting, pur1 Want Your &RSA
chasing, and coordinatLiterally..
Obedience
DOG
ing of logistics for all
bagged &
Grass
glendhenmere com
multiraw materials for
removed with
(270)436-2858
ple production lines,
each mowing.
janitorial, office, and
Over 20 years
items,
MAO
experience.
Management of supply
base: Negotiation of all
WOMEN'S second
270416.5085
contracts for raw matehand quality clothing.
cal270..a7.3071
invenwith
Assist
rials;
301 Main Street
tory management of
Hazel, KY
Care
Lawn
HICKS
materials.
raw
of Main and
Corner
Requirements: Licensed & Insured
Center Streets
Estimates
Free
in
Bachelor's. Degree
10:00-4:00
270.853 3140
business field: 3-5
Fridays & Saturdays
Purchasing
years
410
experience preferred.
Public Sale
Ability to work independently with mini1 OR 2br apts near
supervision;
mum
Murray
downtown
AUSTIN Auction
Strong math and orgaLease and deposit
Service
skill,
nizational
required. 753-4109
All types Auction
Proficient in Microsoft
Benton, KY
1BR apt in various
Word;
and
Excel
270-705-4859
Coleman
locations
Excellent communicaReal Estate 270-753tion and negotiation
9898
skills. Pay negotiable
Real Estate
based on experience.
2BR, 1BA apartment,
drug
pass
Must
included
water
screen. Email resume
Murray Ledger & Times Fair
270-719$425/mo
Housing Ad Notice
with 3 references to
1654
All real estate advertised herein
parisTNmanufacturing
is stilled to the Federal Fair
Apartment for Rent
Ogmail.com ; Equal
Housing Act. which makes it
2 bedroom 1 Bath, illegal to advertise an preferOpportunity
No
Required,
Deposit
ence, limitation or discriminaEmployer/M/F/DN; TN
tion based on race. color, reliPets Near downtown
Drug Free Workplace
gion. sex. handicap. familial sta270-753-8463
call
tus or national origin. or intenEmployer
tion to make any such preferences, limitations or discnminaQUEEN City College is
hon.
Gardens
Calloway
coming to Paris TNI
Essex Downs
State laws forbid discnmination
applicaNow accepting
Apartments
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate heed on factors in
tions for full time
1BR from $345
to those protected
addition
Cosmetology
2BR from $375
under trderal law
Expenenced
Instructor,
We will knowingls accept any
270-751-8556
preferred. Must have
advertising for real estate which
1505 Duiguid Drive
is not in violation of the law, Al?
valid TN Cosmetology
TDD 14408-45-11134 est 253 persons are hereby informed
License
Instructor
that all dwellings advertised are
711, 1.117111.011 LI OP evers
to
resume
available on an equal opportuSend
,rparIumn prolvder
nih basis
qcc1594 gmail.com
and twriaw,
For turther assistance with Fair
TRUCK
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
NOW LEASING
DRIVER/LABORER
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts. Rene P Milam.1703/6414-1001)
FOR LOCAL CONWe accept Section
STRUCTION COMPA8 vouchers
WILLBE
MUST
NY
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
1.1010111110
ING TO TRAVEL
902 Northwood Dr
CDL
A
CLASS
Monday,
REQUIRED 270-753REAL ESTATE FOR
Wednesday. Fnday
2630
SALE Apartment buildPhone 759-4984
ing and duplexes Visit
Equal Housing

Super Cleaning
Do you need your

Thursday, May 15, 2014 •

TRAVIS
.‘till111.% I:1
si
1,1.1»•1-Dit I.
Ilii lit ‘‘ Is
170-1931425(1

ON BEA

MINI
SorRAGE
10111 I I I
— Six
24/7 Surveillance•Electricity
Now Hive 90 Cillonsto Control Unite

$12 WkI.I iste.

85

CIASSWIEDS

S • Thursday, May 15, 2014

REAL ESTATE AND
PERSONAL PROPERTY AUCTION

Murray Ledger & Times

n_.
ivert•a
McCUISTON

S UDOKU

Re vi,),emeot arm' Repalr

4

Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured

. Real Estate: 3 bedroom, 1 bath wood frame home on 1 9 acres
!Detached garage and other outbuildings. Beautifully landscaped
with mature shade. Any house built prior to 1978 could contain
lead base paint. Make inspections prior to auction as a 10 day post
inspection waiver will be a part of the contract.
Terms on Real Estate: 10% down of purchas price day of auction
with balance due in 30 days.

9'

Protecting your house like
it is our house!

7
6

Terms of personal property: Cash or good check with proper ID.
Not responsible for accidents.

Lunch available.'

For more information and your auction needs contact:
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"If you've got it, we can store it

91
31

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.

8

78

6

Le‘el ***

• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St.
Lights. Electncity, and 24/7 Surveillance

YARD SALE

REAL ESTATE OFFERED IN COOPERATION WITH LANDMARK, • Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage. Hwy 94E
REALTY AND AUCTION PARIS, TN. LAC HON RILEY AGENT
•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
731-336-1508
Personal Property: Several Ins pieces, carnival glass, Roseville
pottery, McCoy pieces. pink depression pieces, Wexford glass,
large lot of vinegar cruets, large lot of salt & pepper shaker sets
some are occupied Japan, other glassware, kerosene lamps, cast
iron pieces. dutch oven, corn bread sticks, small butter mold, red
handle kitchen utensils, cake stands, punch bowl sets, fancy wood
punch bowl set, brass pieces. Vision ware, Corning ware, Fire King
mixing bowl, trinkets, Avon pieces, nice wood mantle with electric
fireplace, nice wood mantle with gas fireplace, recliner, lift chair,
hid-a-bed sofa, twin bed, full bed„ chest, nice old fancy buffet, dining table, captain, 6 chairs, hutch, bookshelf, jelly cabinet, other
odd cabinets, 2 bar stools, end tables, sofa table, stereo, old
school desk, flat top trunk, large chifferobe. GE washer and dryer,
upright freezer, old wall telephone. old marbles, arrrow heads,
large old stones, small pocket can openers, war ration books,
cookbooks, movies, old fishing lures, rod and reels, tackle boxes,
fish cooker burner, gas grill, smoker. patio table and chairs, small
patio table with 2 chairs, Craftsman 20 hp 42" deck riding mower,
Troybilt Pony 17.5 hp riding mower, yard cart. Mr. Melton loved
woodworking and had all the equipment needed to do the job...
1 1/2 hp Craftsman router, Craftsman 10" table saw, Delta 12"
portable planer, Craftsman 1 hp dust collector. Craftsman 15" drill
press on stand, Ryobi 10 miter saw, Craftsman oscillating spindle
sander, Craftsman radial saw, Rigid band saw, Delta 1" belt/5" disc
sander, 16 speed heavy duty drill press, router and table, double
head grinder, Craftsman air compressor, 5 gal portable air tank,
Porter Cable nail gun, Bostitch nail gun, Skil jig saw, router bit set
with display box, saw blades, table and vise, c-clamps, furniture
clamps, chisels, brace & bits, hammers, organizer, Stanley block
plane, floor jack, garden tools, milk cans, jewelry, jewelry display
cases, bird bath, picnic table, porch rocker, Jack Daniels wood
box. Budweiser lighted clock, new cross cut saw blade, 6 ft fiberglass step ladder, 1085 Massey Ferguson tractor, box blade, hay
needle, go cart, and much more.

1-5
7 9

8 4 16
_

270-293-1924

SATURDAY MAY 17TH, 2014 10:00 A.M.
895 NEW BOSTON ROAD COTTAGE GROVE, TN
MRS. NELL MELTON & THE LATE MR. JEWEL MELTON

8) Da%e Green

Conceptis SudoKu

R OOFING

1111111111111111111111111111111

959 grid with
Sudoku a a number-placing puzzle based on athe numbers 1 to
several giver, numbers The opted is to place
and each
°Arno
each
gin the empty squares so that each row,
difficulty level
353 box contains the same numbei only onoe The
Monday to Sunday
of the Concepts Sudoku increases from

130 Chad Wayne
Saratoga Springs

All sizes available. call today
to reserve your storage unit

Saturday
7AM-11AM

270-753-2905
Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger &
Times

Children's clothes,
toys, furniture,
household items,
lots of misc.

Rain or Shine

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, May 16, 2014:
This year you prefer to relate on an individual level. Even in group
situations, you will be paired up to share with one person. You love
being around people, and you will expand your daily routine to
include more people. If you are single, you could be pushing suitors
to get closer without realizing it. You are likely to meet someone of
significance in the next six months. If you are attached, the two of
you enjoy hanging out together more often. SAGITTARIUS makes
money easily, but he or she also takes risks easily.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so: 1 -Difficult

Garage and
Yard Sale Directo

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Defer to others, and know full well what is about to happen.
There could be a fundamental misunderstanding or difference of
704 Poplar St.
288 Sunshine Ln 880 Crossland
opinion that will make coming to an agreement difficult and awkRt 94E to Clayton Dr.
ward. Others will see you as innovative and energized. Tonight:
around "S"' curve. on left
Fri
&
Thurs
a pattern.
Break
Thurs & Fri
Last house on left
(April 20-May 20)
TAURUS
7AM-6PM
8AM-5PM
**** Relating to one individual specifically is difficult, and it could
Fri, Sat & Sun
lead to a misunderstanding. You might wish that you had an alternaSaturday
8AM-4PM
tive, but all paths seem full of boulders. Pull back and listen to a partTools, furniture,
7AM-4PM
ner, as his or her perspective will be helpful. Tonight Dinner for two.
clothes (men &
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
women), Vera
room table
Dining
Many household
**** You might want to think in terms of what would please othBradley, kitchen
with 6 chairs, hutch.
things.
items & lots more.
ers. You often are so creative and spontaneous that you don't realmisc items.
ize how me-oriented you are. Take time to consider others' needs_
Your caring will reconnect you and a close friend. Tonight: Say "yes"
COMMUNITY YARD SALE
YARD SALE
to an invitation.
604 S. 11th St.
2294 Highland Road
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might want to reconsider a work situation that is part of
Fri & Sat
your daily life. Health could be an issue for some of you, as you conFriday & Saturday
sider some far-out diets or extreme workouts. Touch base with your
6AM-12PM
8AM-5PM
doctor before doing anything extreme. Tonight: Squeeze in a walk.
Kitchen items, 2 comLEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
puter desks, 2 chairs.
**** Defer to others. You could be in a position of wanting a little
97 years of household items, tools, fishing
designer purses,
more excitement. Don't worry. because it is heading your way. You
equip, bedroom sets. cast Iron, sausage press,
name brand clothes
treadmill, antiques, depression glass. iPad,
are likely to have a lot of unexpected events happen, which will keep
NWT. eliptical
iPod, iPhone, toys. leap pads, Nintendo DS.
your life entertaining. Tonight: Play out your perfect Priday night.
machine, dog pen.
New items to old items.
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
VIRGO
Igloo dog house, too
Something for everyone.
*** Stay ahead of the game. You could be under considerable
much to list!
stress with a changeable and difficult situation. Your imagination will
be heightened by various situations. A friend might mean well, but
he or she will make you feel uncomfortable. Tonight: Out
somehow
SATURDAY, MAY 24, 2014 - 9:00 AM
late.
BUCHANAN, TN - (PARIS LANDING AREA)
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
325 Eagle Creek Dr.
*** Keep conversations moving. You might want to see a situation
in a new light. Your softer side emerges and could increase your vulFrom Murray take Hwy 121 to Hwy 79, turn right go to Eagle
nerability. Understanding will come soon enough. Touch base with
Creek Drive, turn right continue to auction site.
someone who might be full of gossip. Tonight: Share more.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Selling Rea/ Estate, Guns, Tractor Equipment. Motor Home. Personal
Tina Beeler
**** Seize the chance to make what you want occur. You have
Property for Max
supporters, even if they are not as verbal as you might like.
Opportunities head in your direction. Your softer, kinder side will
Visit•our website: www.dougtaylorauction.com or
#10823
ID
popping up, and you might not even realize it. Tonight:
keep
Auctioneer
om
auctionzip.c
Celebrate the moment.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY, MAY 18 - (2 to 4 pm)
***** Your fiery optimism marks your day, even if you can't seem
custom
ft.
sq.
4.500+featuring
acres
14.5+Offering
Estate:
Real
to energize others. Be more open, especially if you want them to
built home, 30x60 horse barn and 3,000+- sq. ft. garage/shop building
understand where you are coming from. Sometimes, you're so busy
WI 2 ponds and fenced pasture.
that tou donT hear others' requests. Tonight: Start your weekend
well.
CONDITIONS FOR REAL ESTATE 10°. DOWN DAY OFAUCTIO/V,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
CLOSING WITHIN 30 DAYS, POSSESS/ON WITH PASSING OF DEED
** You need to be a listener rather than an activist. A low-key role
won't be easy for you to assume, but you'll have little choice. Honor
Personal Property: 20+ guns + 2004 Fleetwood Discovery 395
a change of pace, and say OK to someone else's request. Be more
Motorhome + Kubota L3830D GST w/LA723 loader + Equipment +
Kawasaki Mule 3010, 4 WD + 2010 Ford Focus + 2001 Chevy 1500
open-minded with this person. Tonight: TGIF!
Express van, customized by Kustom Kreations w/ TV. layout bed +
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Household items and MUCH MORE.
***** You are the sign of friendship, and your focus will be on
your immediate circle. Listen to what is being shared. Ask questions.
VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR COMPLETE LISTING.
Know that not everyone is as transparent or authentic as you are.
Help others get into the swing of the weekend. Tonight: Where your
friends are.
TERMS cc CONDITIONS FOR PERSONAL PROPERTY Complete settlePISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
ment day ofauction Payable in CASH CASHIER'S CHECK or PERSON**** Others might be unusually challenging. You could get into a
AL CHECK with CURRENT BANK LETTER OF CREDITguaranteeing
control game or power struggle. Be more open to what is being sugpayment made to Doug Taylor Auction Service required by ALL persons
not persona/4v known by the auction company
gested. Consider letting the other parties have their way. That
approach might be more effective. Tonight: Let it all hang out.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
MOVING SALE

4 PARTY YARD SALE

MOVING SALE

PUBLIC AUCTION

Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales Associate
TN Auctioneer license #2493 TN Firm #5815
270-435-4420
Terry D. Paschall KY Broker,Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license #6684 TN Firm #5816
270-767-9923

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AND
PERSONAL PROPERTY

SATURDAY MAY 24TH. 2014 10:00 A.M.
423 RIEMAN ROAD MURRAY, KY 42071
Real Estate: 1 acre with 1984 14x70 modular home with 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, living room, eat-in-kitchen with stove and refrigerator, washer and dryer. 1 large outbuilding with loft wired 220 and 2
metal carports.
Terms on Real Estate: 15% down of purchas price day of auction
with balance due in 30 days.
Guns: New England Firearms, Pardner Model 410 Shotgun. Marlin
Firearms Model 795 22 rifle with micro-groove barrel, American
Classis Model 1377, cal 177 rifle, Arminius K&L 32 S U W long,
seven shot pistol made in Germany.
Personal Property: Queen bed, corner shelf, bookcase, entertainment center, wood cabinets, double curio cabinet, Singer sewing
machine, desk, Gilbert mantle clock, upright freezer, filing cabinet.
Century safe, home interior items, coke crate and bottles, Pepsi
crate, framed Ken Holland prints, Rainbow vacuum cleaner, cake
stand, exercise bike, Wild Turkey decanters, propane heater, fold
up table. Dremel drill set, 500 ft water hose and reel, fire pit, 25 gal
sprayer, 110 air compressor, post driver, post hole diggers, lumber,
wood ladders, garden tools, Zebco rod and reels, roll of flashing,
battery charger. drill bits, tool box, furniture clamps, truck hitch,
enclosed metal trailer, 2 wheel tilt trailer, Craftsman grader blade.
Craftsman yard cart, Craftsman GT 5000 25hp, 48" deck riding
lawn mower. Craftsman 20hp 42" deck riding lawn mower,
Campbell Hausfield 5hp 20 gal 220 air compressor. much more
Terms of personal property and guns: Cash or good check with
proper ID day of auction.
Directions: From Murray take 94 East to HWY 280 follow to
Greenfield Dnve turn left follow to Rieman Road and turn nght and
follow to auction Signs posted.
Not responsible for accidents.
For more information and your auction needs contact:

Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer Sales Associate
TN Auctioneer license #2493 TN Firm #5815
270-435-4420
Terry D Paschall KY Broker/Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license 46684 TN Firm #581 1
270-767-9923

James Staggs. Jr. - TN lic. 46200 - 731-363-3634

•
ce
i
Sett/
& Real Estate Broker

49. Auctioneer
PC444 YOUR
C
200 Adkins Lane Puryear, TN 38251 Telephone (731)247-3784
Doug Taylor Auctioneer/Broker Tn Lic #2027 Ky Lic *RP7209 Firm *1782

"Taylor Made Auctions Are Better"
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BORN TODAY
Actress Ton Spelling (1973), politician Wendy Davis (1963), pianist
Liberace (1919)
•
•
•

Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Saturday, May 17• 10:00 AM
Auction Held At National Guard Armory
1501 121 North, Murray KY
*Tools- Pipe Wrench, Hammers, Hand Tools,
Grinder, Dollies, and More
*Furniture- Table and Chairs, Couch, Chairs, Tables, Lamps,
Dresser, Chest, Pie Safe, Old Oak Bed, Wing Back Chairs,
*Pictures- E. R McIntosh Wildcat Cub. Charles Spaulding
Cardinals. Cristina Ball Daisies. Robert J. Smith 62 Strawberries.
Saron, and More
.1510 Ford Tractor, 511 Woods mower, 6f1 Blade, Born Pole,
10 HP Rear Tine Troy Built Tiller Electric Start. Water pump,
Generator, Air Tank, Pressure Sprayer,
Weed Eater, 611 Metal Fence Post,
• Blue Jars, Glassware, Iron Out Door Set, Dolls.
Pool Table, and More

C H AV I S
UAL ESTATE II AUCTION
G 304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY. KY 42071
Offkur 270-761-SALE (7253) Of COM - 270-705-4479
Tommy Chavls • Broker/Auctioneer

www.chavisauctions.com

,mmommi

AVA: Black Labrador
Retriever • Four
Months • Female
SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
M.C. Garrott writes in his column
Pictured are Randolph Story, about the
closing of Starks
Mancil Vinson and Murray Native Hardware after
42 years in business
Joe Morton. currently of Dukedom, due to the widening of 12th Street.
at the Kentucky Monument of the
Pictured are Murray High School
National World War II memorial in track members who
qualified in the
Washington, D.C.
regional meet to represent their
Shown is long time Murray High school in the substate
meet at Ft.
School baseball coach, Cary Miller, Campbell . Those
qualifying are
who is being greeted by students George Moore, Mark Boggess,
Lauren Peel and Kyle Erwin after Tommy Wagner, Rodney Skinner,
being told this year's MHS year- James Kendall, Jason
Billington,
book will be dedicated in his honor. Dwayne Gammons,John McFeron,
The Murray Thunder U12 Marcus Cavitt and Diana Ridley
USSSA competition baseball team shown with coach Jimmy Harrell.
scored their fourth championship of Not pictured is Andy Parks.
the season at the North Tennessee
Forty years ago
Classic in Clarksville, Tenn. Aron
Bright's of Paducah will open a
Sweeney of Murray was the home new store on the west side of the
run derby winner. Team members court square in downtown Murray.
are Sweeney, Ben Hudson, Ryan
New officers of Gamma Gamma
Kelly, Austin Hargrove, Carson Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi are
Wheeler, Brock Downey, Coty Libby Conley, Candy Jenkins,
Oalusha, Austin Lilly, Tanner Linda Rogers, Beverly Brittain,
Richerson, Cody Redden, Reid Frances Garrison, Edna Vaughn and
McDaniel and Logan Burks.
Patricia Nesbitt.
Twenty years ago
Fifty years ago
Murray State University held its
Kristie Anne Kemper, a senior at
71st annual spring commencement Murray College High School is one
under cloudy skies with more than of 16 finalists in the University of
1400 students participating. Former Kentucky
Student
Forum's
Governor Edward T. "Ned" "Outstanding High School Speech
Breathitt was the guest speaker.
Student of the Year" competition.
Crystal Stations of Dexter
New officers of the Zeta
received the Chairman's Leadership Department of the Murray Woman's
Award at Murray State University's Club are Mrs. James H. Boone,
18th annual department of agricul- Mrs. Don Keller, Mrs. A.B. Crass
ture banquet sponsored by Alpha and Mary Beth Valentine.
Zeta. Stallons, the daughter of
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, director of
Junior and Patsy Stallons, is pic- the George C. Marshall Research
tured with Dr. Eldon Heathcott, Center and fonner history professor
chairman of the agriculture depart- at Murray State College, will speak
ment at Murray State.
on May 30, at the MSC Alumni
The Calloway County chapter of Banquet.
Future Farmers of America has choSixty years ago
sen officers for the school year.
Elected as officers of the Business
They are Stephen Keel, president: Guild of Christian Women's
Grant Pittman, vice president; Fellowship of First Christian
Andrew Falwell, secretary; Chad Church were Mrs. Margaret
Ward. treasurer; Troy Geurin, Campbell, Mrs. Kirk A. Pool and
reporter and Terry Lovins,sentinel. Mrs. Barney Weeks. This was done
Thirty years ago
at the meeting in the home of Mrs.
The Murray High School Tiger O.B. Boone.
Band made west Kentucky proud
One hundred and ninety six stuthis weekend by earning an excel- dents have applied for the May
lent rating at the first State Band commencement at Murray State
Festival in 25 years. The band is College.
directed by Paul Blackburn.

Wife disapproves when man Food allergies may occur in
tries to break language barrier those allergic to plant pollen
DEAR ABBY: My wife and
I speak English as our native language. I also speak other languages fluently, although my wife
does not.
When we travel to a country
where I speak the language. she
insists I speak only English. She
says everybody in the world now
speaks English
and
accuses me of
showing off
when I converse with a
local in his or
her language.
She says it
makes
her
uncomfortable.
I realize
many people
By Abigail
in other counVan Buren
speak
tries
some -- or even a lot of -- English, but many do not. What do
you think? -- SPEECHLESS IN
ATLANTA
DEAR SPEECHLESS: Much
as your wife might wish it, not
everybody in the world speaks English. That you are able to speak
to individuals in their native language is a tremendous asset when
you travel. It makes for a warmer
welcome and a fuller experience
wherever you go, and I hope you
will continue to use the skill you
have worked to acquire.
However, to carry on long.
involved conversations while your
wife just stands there is rude, and
if you find out that the person
with whom you are talking also
speaks English, you should make
an effort to see that she is included.

Dear Abby

SOON

DEAR ABBY: I was born with
a very weak heart. At the age of
23, 1 went into heart failure and
needed surgery. It has been two
years since my open heart procedure, and it has changed my life
for the best.

•••••

DEAR ABBY: My grandson
will be getting married in Chicago. What's the appropriate dress
code regarding wearing pantyhose
these days? It seems everyone
you see in a dress is bare-legged.
I want to be comfortable, but also
appropriately dressed. -- BESTDRESSED GRANDMA
DEAR
GRANDMA:
It
depends upon how formal the
wedding will be and whether it
will be held indoors or outside.
If it's outside and informal, and
the weather is hot and humid,
you could go bare-legged. However, if it's indoors and the attire
is dressy -- and you want to maintain your reputation as "bestdressed granny" -- hold up your
"end" and wear pantyhose.
•••••

Today In History

ES A,E3

DEAR DOCTOR K: I've
always had seasonal allergies But
over the past few years. I've noticed
that my lips swell and my mouth
gets irritated when I eat certain
fruits and vegetables. Have 14:leveloped new food allergies as an
adult?
DEAR READER: I suspect
you've developed a type of adultonset food
allergy
known as oral
allergy syndrome
(OAS). People with OAS
suffer from
hay fever and
experience an
itchy mouth,
scratchy
throat,
or
By
swelling of
Dr. Anthony
the
lips,
Komaroff
mouth,
tongue and
throat after eating certain raw fruits,
vegetables or some tree nuts.
In people who have allergies
of any kind, immune system cells
that normally fend off germs
become overactive. They respond
inappropriately -- setting off an
allergic reaction -- to otherwise
harmless substances known as
allergens. These allergens are often
proteins, found in everything from
pollen to pet dander.
Every protein has a distinct
shape. The immune system is
responding to these shapes. Some
fruit and vegetable proteins have
a similar shape to plant pollen - proteins that are shed by trees,
grasses or other plants. People
with OAS often already have allergies to plant pollen. When they
eat fruit or vegetables that contain similar proteins, their overactive immune system goes to
war. It unleashes the reaction normally produced by pollen. However, in this case, the reaction
occurs in the mouth, rather than
in the nose and sinuses.
If you have OAS, the food or

'41

Dr. Nmareff

foods that will trigger an oral
allergic reaction depend on the
type of pollen you're allergic to:
-- Birch tree (early spring allergies): People with allergies to
birch tree pollen often have OAS
from peaches, apples, pears, kiwis,
plums, coriander, fennel, parsley.
celery, cherries, carrots, hazelnuts
and almonds.
-- Grasses (late spring): peaches, celery, tomatoes, oranges. can
taloupe, watermelon and hone dew.
-- Ragweed (late summer, early
fall): bananas, cucumbers, cantaloupe. watermelon, honeydew.
zucchini, sunflower seeds, dande
lion, chamomile and echinacea
-- Latex (year-round): bananas.
avocados, kiwis, chestnuts and
papayas.
Ifa food you love causes a
reaction, try cooking it. This alters
the protein so your immune system doesn't recognize it. Peeling
a fruit or vegetable before you
eat it may also help. That's because
allergy-provoking proteins congregate near the surface. Finally, try
taking an antihistamine about 30
to 60 minutes before eating a
food that might give you OAS.
It can help with your seasonal
allergies and blunt an allergic
reaction to food.
OAS is one of those conditions that are rarely taught in
medical school. That once worked
to my advantage. I was teaching
a medical student in the clinic
who told me he had just examined a patient with a problem he
had never seen before.The patient's
lips suddenly had swollen up "bigger than Angelina Julie's!'
I went to see the patient with
the student and asked. "In the
past 24 hours, have you eaten
any brand-new food,like a melon?"
The patient replied: 'Why yes, a
friend brought over cantaloupe
last night. I had never had that
before."
The student thought I was a
genius. Untrue, but nevertheless,
a moment to treasure.

Hints From Halalse

By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 15,
the 135th day of 2014. There are
230 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 15, 1972, Alabama
Gov. George C. Wallace was shot
and left paralyzed by Arthur H.
Bremer while campaigning in Laurel. Maryland, for the Democratic presidential nomination.
On this date:
In 1602. English navigator
Bartholomew Gosnold and his ship,
the Concord, arrived at presentday Cape Cod, which he's cred-

ited with naming.
In 1776, Virginia endorsed
American independence from
Britain.
In 1911,the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled that Standard Oil Co. was
a monopoly in violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act, and ordered
its breakup.
In 1930, registered nurse Ellen
Church,the first airline stewardess,
went on duty aboard an Oaklandto-Chicago flight operated by Boeing Air Transport (a forerunner
of United Airlines).
In 1942, President Franklin D

Roosevelt signed a measure creating the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps, whose members came
to be known as WACs.
In 1954, the Fender Stratocaster guitar, created by Leo Fender,
was officially released.
In 1%3, astronaut L. Gordon
Cooper blasted off aboard Faith
7 on the final mission of the Project Mercury space program.
In 1988,the Soviet Union began
the process of withdrawing its
troops from Afghanistan, more
than eight years after Soviet forces
had entered the country

S(")

• cur. You have
ou might like.
kinder side will
lize it. Tonight:

you can't seem
u want them to
, you're so busy
your weekend

As a young. semi-attractive
male, I feel insecure about my
scar. I went to the beach with
friends,and so many people looked
at my scar I got uncomfortable
and put my shin back on for the
rest of the time. I haven't gone
back to the beach since. And in
situations where guys go shinless, I wear mine even over the
protests of my friends.
I can't get over the scar. I feel
like I'm disfigured. Any advice
on how I can deal with this huge
change? -- SELF-CONSCIOUS IN
GEORGIA
DEAR SELF-CONSCIOUS:
Because you're sensitive about the
scar, perhaps you should talk to
a plastic surgeon about your options
in having it reduced. However,
in my opinion, you are not "disfigured" -- you are AlLIVE. You
fought for your life and won.
Few people get through life
without some "battle scars." Since
you can't change the fact that it's
there, consider changing the way
you think about it. In a way, it's
your medal of honor. Scars have
been known to fade with time,
and so does self-consciousness.

Et LACONIIDIE(14)
I NAVE To SCSNO ALL EVENING
MTH T1AAT NITWIT ELI, WHO'S
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C
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* Never push or slide furniture around. Pick
it up and move it. Use furniture protectors under
tabk legs, etc.
* Place rugs in high-traffic areas, like by
doors, to minimize wear and tear
* Be careful about the shoes that are worn
on your floor. High heels and cleats can leave
dents.
* Clean up spills immediately. Use a slightly
dampened towel to wipe up spills, then go over
the area with a dry towel.
* Use only the correct hardwood-floor care
products on your floor. Others can damage.
If you have any other concerns, contact a
manufacturer for suggestions. -- Heloise
ON THE UNE
Dear Heloise: My area rugs cannot be washed
in my machine. 1 drape them over the clothesline, spray them with a hose-attachment cleaner
and rinse well with the same applicator. They
drip-dry and look like new. A broomstick hung
on the clothesline with two shower-curtain hooks
makes a great sagproof drying rod. -- Jane A..
Beavercreek, Ohio
What a great idea! Just make sure that the
hose anachment is cleaned thoroughly before using
and doesn't have any residue in it that might
damage the rugs. -- Heloise
TROUBLE WITH ON-OFF
Dear Heloise: If you have trouble finding an
on-off switch in the dark or reading print on
black electronics, attach a small piece of selfsticking fabric tape so you can easily feel it.
Great for alarm clocks, etc. -- Laura in Punta
Gorda, Fla.
(c)20I4 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

BRICK FIREPLACE
Dear Heloise: I have a
beautiful brick fireplace in the
living room, and I wanted to
know the best way to clean it
and brighten up the brick surface. Hope you can help! --Judy
C. in New Jersey
I sure can try! Of course,
this depends on how old, soiled
and soot-covered the brick is.
If barely soiled, try an art gum eraser from an
art-supply store. Knead the eraser and press it
on the soiled parts of the brick to remove the
stains.
If the bricks, are more soiled, grab a scrub
brush and some cheap, white vinegar. Clean small
areas at a time, and be prepared to have to
scrub more than once. Use old towels or paper
towels to wipe up the dirt and soot that come
off the brick. Vinegar to the rescue once again!
For more vinegar hints and recipes, order my
vinegar pamphlet by sending $5 and a long, selfaddressed, stamped (70 cents) envelope to:
Heloise/Vinegar, P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio,
7X 78279-5001. Try using a vegetable brush to
get into the smaller nooks and crannies, wiping
up as you go along. -- Heloise
MOVING TO WOOD FLOORS
Dear Heloise: I just moved into a house with
HARDWOOD FLOORS and was wondering if
you have any hints on how to care for them? - A Reader in Texas
I do have some hints for you! Hardwood floors
are beautiful and can last a long time if maintained..Here is how to take care of them:

by
HeIose
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MURRAY STATE BASKETBALL

Payne, Williams to play abroad
MSU Athletics

A
Boston
Cleveland
(Hf:s1
(! ppt1),
N Y Yankee
(deGrom 0-C
Baltimore

KYSER LOUGH /For the Ledger

Forward Jarvis Williams drives toward the basket for a layup during
a game earlier this year. williams will join the USA Eagles as the
travie to the Far East to help promote and spread basketball.

Special to the Ledger
Entries are now being taken for the
54thd annual Dr. John C. Querternious
Men's Invitational Golf Tournament
May 17 and 18 at the Murray Country
Club golf course.
The tournament,flighted after the
first day, will have five flights (with a
full field) with cash prizes in each
flight. High school and college scholarship players may win MCC pro shop
gift certificates.
Tee times will be the same both
days with the exception of the top ten
leaders. They will tee off in the last
groups Sunday.
Tee times, 7:30-9:40 a.m.ft
12:20-2 p.m.. can be made by cal in
the pro shop at 270-753-9430. Tee
times will be given on a first come,first
serve basis.
Entry fees, which include lunch
both days, will be $70 per person. Cart
fee will be $15 each day per person.
Entries will be taken up to May 16 or
until the field is full.
For more information, contact the
pro shop or the business office at 270762-0068.
The 2014 Han Memorial Two-Lady
Scramble golf tournament will be held
Wednesday June 4 at the Murray
Country Club.
The annual event will have a shotgun start at 9 a. m. Registration will
begin at 8 a. m. with refreshments furnished
The entry fee is $50 per person,
which includes cart, lunch, door prizes
and registration refreshments.
There will be contests for the
longest drive and for closest to the hole.
In addition, there will be a "money tree"
and a "betting hole."
Entries may be sent to Marcia
Beam at 1546 Spring Creek Drive,
Murray. KY 42071. Checks should be
made payable to MCC Ladies Golf
Association. Deadline for entries is May
28. For more information,contact Beam
at 270-226-9192,
Entry forms can be found on the
Murray Country Club website (www.
murraycountryclubcom) or by calling
the MCC pm shop at 270-753-9430.

VI See OVERSEAS, 11A
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Guard Cam Payne takes off for a layup against UT-Martin, February
27 at Martin, Tennessee. Payne will be traveling overseas this summer with Reach USA to help spread basketball to the Far East.

NCAA SPORTS

LOCAL GOLF

Memorial golf
tournaments
set, ready to go

Murray State men's basketball student-athletes Jarvis Williams and
Cameron Payne are each making tours
overseas this month.
Payne is on a tour with Reach USA,
May 10-25 and Williams will be part
of the team with USA Eagles, May 1527. Both are traveling to the Far East.
Payne just finished his first season
with the Racers where he was named
Ohio Valley Conference Freshman of
the Year and Williams earned honors
as All-OVC.
They follow MSU teammate Jeffery
Moss who went on a trip last summer.
Former Racers Stacy Wilson, Brandon
Garrett and Danero Thomas have also
made trips overseas in recent summers.
Reach USA and USA Eagles are
making these tours as a way of sharing
cultures and of course, playing lots of
basketball.
"I'm thrilled that Cameron and
Jarvis are getting to go on these tours,"
MSU Head Coach Steve Prohm said.
"This is a tremendous opportunity for
them to grow in a number of areas.
We want all of our players to grow
spiritually and socially as well as
growing on the court and in the classroom."
on the Reach
Payne's team
e: Dominique
USA tour in
Hawkins (Kentucky), Darion Rackley
(Jacksonville St.), Aaron Cosby
(Illinois), Brandon Parrish and Karvair
Shepherd (TCU), C.1 Godfrey
(Southern), Clark Lammen (Texas
Tech), Jordan Myers (CampbellsvilleKY), and Tyrell Ware (Virginia
lntermont).
Payne,out of Bartlett,Tenn.. had an
outstanding first season with the
Racers in helping them win the
Postseason
Collegelnsider.com
Tournament and a school-record fifth-

Wealth gap shows in latest NCAA academic numbers
Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The
money gap at Division I colleges is continuing to show up on the playing fields
and in the classrooms.
Thirty-six teams will be banned from
the 2014-15 postseason because of subpar scores on the newest Academic
Progress Rate, which was released
Wednesday. Not one of them comes from
a power conference. Of the 17 football
and men's basketball teams, eight are
from historically black schools. Alabama
State and Florida A&M made the list in
both sports.
Even the NCAA recognizes the disParitY•
"While the low-resource institutions
are overrepresented among the population (postseason bans) we're talking
about today,they've made improvement.

they've made significant improvement as Conference.
Five of the leagues 10 football teams
a group," said Walter Harrison,chairman
be banned from the postseason.
could
academic
on
committee
NCAA's
the
of
performance. "They're just starting at a Alabama State, Arkansas-Pine Bluff,
lower spot. We're trying to help them Mississippi Valley State and Prairie View
A&M all made the NCAA list. All of
with some advice and some financing."
The NCAA has awarded approxi- Southern University's athletic teams have
mately $4.3 million over the last three been ineligible for postseason play since
years to low-resource schools,defined as Dec. 2 because of questions about the
those ranking in the bottom 15 percent in school's APR data. NCAA spokeswoman
funding. The money is to be used for Michelle Hosick said Southern was not
extra tutoring or other academic included on the banned list because the
school's teams could still regain their eliresources for student-athletes.
gibility, pending a review.
lowand
colleges
black
Historically
"Obviously, it's a tough situation. If I
resource institutions have seen a I5,point
the answer, we wouldn't be standknew
scores
improvement in one-year APR
over the past three years. from 947 to ing where we are right now," Alabama
962, and their four-year average has State interim athletic director Melvin
jumped 23 points,from 930 to 953,in the Hines said. "But I do believe the NCAA
has recognized the problem with some of
last three annual reports.
Despite the improvement,the hardest the lower resource schools and is
hit league was the Southwestern Athletic addressing the problem with these grants.

It can really help kick-start a program."
Hines said Alabama State applied for
money from the NCAA last year but was
not selected.
The APR is billed as a real-time measurement of academic success. Each player on a team receives one point each
semester if they remain academically eligible and another point each semester if
they are still enrolled in school. The
NCAA says a 930 score correlates to a 50
percent graduation rate. A perfect score is
L000.
When broken down, the five power
conferences — the ACC. Big Ten. Big
12, Pac- 12 and SEC — have outperformed all other Division I leagues by at
least four points in every one-year measurement since 2007-08. And teams in
those five leagues have cut the percentage of teams falling below the 930 cut•See NCAA, 12A

NBA PLAYOFFS

Heat rally past Nets to
East finals, 96-94
put the Heat up by two, and the Nets
almost failed to get a potentially gametying shot off after Paul Pierce lost it
MIAMI (AP) — This trip to the out of bounds, but it stayed with
Eastern Conference finals did not come Brooklyn after replay.
And the Nets still couldn't get a shot
easily for Miami.
Down by eight with less than five away: Allen knocked it away from Joe
minutes left, after trailing for virtually Johnson as he made his move, and time
the entire game, the Heat found a way expired.
Johnson had 34 points, Pierce scored
nonetheless to finish off the Brooklyn
Nets and move into the NBA's final 19 and Deron Williams had 17 for the
Nets.
four for the fourth straight season.
It's the sixth trip to the East title
Ray Allen's 3-pointer with 32 seconds left highlighted a huge Miami series in the last 10 seasons for Miami,
rally. and the Heat beat the Nets 96-94 which is bidding for a fourth straight
in Game 5 of the Eastern Conference trip to the NBA Finals — something
semifinals on Wednesday night. The only the Lakers and Celtics franchises
Heat won the series 4-1 , improving to have accomplished.
James is heading there for the sixth
9-0 at home in chances to close out
time in eight seasons, the first two of
series over the last four seasons.
LeBron James scored 29 points and those trips coming with Cleveland in
Dwyane Wade added 28 for the Heat, 2007 and 2009.
AP Photo with Chris Bosh scoring 16 and Allen
The Heat will next face either fifthMiami Heat guard Dwyane Wade (3) applies pressure on Brooklyn finishing with 13. James made one of seeded Washington or top-seeded
Nets guard Shaun Livingston (14) during the first half of Game 5 two free throws with 9.5 seconds left to
•See HEAT, 11A
Wednesday night In Miami.
TIM REYNOLDS
AP Basketball Writer
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Haverstock Insurance Agency

dger.com

Van Haverstock

Nobody can protect your AUT_Cs
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415

MLB
American League
Today
Boston (Buchholz 2-3) at Minnesota
IP Hughes 4-1). 1 10 p m
Cleveland (Sa)azar 1-3) at Toronto
(Happ 1-1), 7 07 p m
N V Yankees (Whitley 0-0) at N Y Mets
)deGrom 0-0). 7 10 p m
Baltimore (W Chen 4-2) at Kansas City
(Ventura 2-2), 8 10 p.m
Tampa Bay (Bedard 2-1) at LA Angels
(Skaggs 3-1), 10 05 p m

111 1Pr•

Friday
Oakland at Cleveland. 7 05 p m
Pittsburgh at N.Y.Yankees 7 05 p
Devon at Boston, 7 10 p m
Toronto at Texas, 805 p m
Baltimore at Kansas City, 8 10 p m
Chicago White Sox at Houston 8 10
pro
Seattle at Minnesota 8 10 p m
Tampa Bay at L A Angels t0 05 p m

I
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National League
Today
San Diego (Kennedy 2-4) at Cincinnati
(Cueto 3-2), 12-35 p.m., 1st game
Pittsburgh (W.Rodriguert 0-2) at
Milwaukee (Gallardo 2-2), 1:10 p.m
Chicago Cubs(Hammel 4-1) at St.
Louis (Wacha 2-3), 1:45 p.m.
San Diego (T Ross 4-3) at Cincinnati
tUndecidecli. 6 10 p.m.. 2nd game
N.Y Yankees (Whitley 0-0) at N Y Mets
(creGrom 0-0). 710 pm
Miami (Eovaldi 2-1) at San Francisco
(hi Cam 0-3), 10 15 p m

Slate Alit*
insurance

Monday Miami 102, Brooklyn 96
Wednesday Miami 96. Brooklyn 94
Indiana 3, Washington 2
Today Indiana at Washington. 8 p m
x-Sunday May 18 Washington at
Indiana TBA
Western Conference Semifinals
San Antonio 4, Portland I
Tuesday, May 6 San Antonio 116
Portland 92
Thursday May 8 San Antonio 114,
Portland 97
Saturday, May 10 San Antonio 118,
Portland 103
Monday Portland 103 San Antonio 92
Wednesday San Antonio 104. Portland
82
Oklahoma City 3, LA. Clippers 2
Monday. May 5 LA. Clippers 122
Oklahoma City 105
Wednesday, May 7- Oklahoma City
112. L A Clippers 101
Friday. May 9 Oklahoma City 118, LA.
Clippers 112
Sunday May 11. LA Clippers 101,
Oklahoma City 99
Tuesday Oklahoma City 105, LA
Clippers 104
Today Oklahoma City at LA Clippers
10 30 p m
x-Sunday. May 18 LA Clippers at
Oklahoma City TBA

Special to the Ledger
(Left) Laker Basketball team held their year end banquet, both academic and team awards were given. Skyler
Hunter - Most Rebounds, Highest 3 Point Percentage, Most Blocked Shots; Parker Adams - Most Assists; Connor
Wagner - Most Steals; Wade Carter - Highest Free Throw Percentage; Michael Arnett and Tristan Crady - Highest
Field Goal Percentage; Clay Smotherman - Sixth Man Award; Hunter Smith - Hustle Award. (Right) Adams and
Arnett were also named to the All-Purchase team for the second year in a row.
Special to the Ledger

(Left) Dalton Noel,
a member of The
Oaks Country Club
had a Hole-in-One
on # 10. His witness was Mike
(Right)
Melson.
Pam Williams, also
an Oaks member,
hit her first hole-inone on #10. Her witnesses
were
Melanie
Lowe,
Debbie Dick, and
Debbie Ray. She
used a 9-iron from
about 150 yards
out.

if necessary

Friday
Milwaukee at Chicago Cubs, 220 p.m.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia. 705p.m.
N Y Mets at Washington. 7:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh at N Y YankeeS, 7:05 p.m.
Atlanta at St Louis. 8 15 pm. •
San Diego at Colorado 8 40 p.m.
L A Dodgers at Arizona. 9.40 p.m.
Miami at San Francisco. 10-15 p.m. _
NBA Playoffs
Eastern Conference Semifinals
Miami 4, Brooklyn 1
May 6 Miami 107, Brooklyn 86
May 8 Miami 94 Brooklyn 82
May 10 Brooklyn 104 Miami 90
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From Page 10A
Indiana. The Pacers lead that
series 3-2, one win away from
setting up a rematch with Miami
that seemed like an absolute certainty for much of the season.
The tone for this one was set
early, Brooklyn running out to
an 11-4 lead before the game
was three minutes old, clearly
and predictably the more desperate team f•bm the outset. The
Heat weatheridi the early storm
and when James Jones connected on a 3-pointer with 3:02 left
in the half, Miami held a 42-41
lead that was significant for two
reasons.
One, it was Miami's only
make on 16 attempts from 3point range in the half.
Two, it was the last time

Miami scored before intermis- three; a minute later, the margin
sion. Brooklyn finished on an 8- was eight again.
0 run and took a 49-42 lead into
- A free throw from James
the break. The lone bright spot with. 9:03 left cut Brooklyn's
in the opening 24 minutes for lead to 77-73; less than a minute
Miami was Wade, who had 20 later, it was 82-73 after a 3points - more than any other pointer by Pierce.
two players to that point com- A 3-pointer by Bosh made
bined - on 7-for-12 shooting.
it a four-point game again; two
Miami scored the first seven Brooklyn possessions and zero
points of the second half, tying Miami stops later, it was 86-78
the.. gamew,,beforailszooklyn after a sensational step-back
immediately anamtred with jumper by Johnson.
,
seven straight points of its own.
The Nets' sharpshooter was
The Nets extended the lead to the story. Even with James drap61-51 midway through the third ing Johnson,the Brooklyn guard
on a 3-pointer by Williams, and got a three-point play to put the
whenever Miami tried to put Nets up 89-80 with less than 6
together a run Brooklyn found a minutes left. Another fadeaway
way to keep things together.
on the next possession, with the
- A lay up from James late in shot clock running down, was
the third got the Heat within pure by Johnson again, and the

Nets could sense that the night
would be theirs.
Then the Heat scored the next
12 points, and that was enough.
Barely, but enough.
NOTES: Brooklyn's Mirza
Teletovic leaped over the Miami
bench and into the stands,taking
a hard tumble with 3:42 left. He
was uninjured after the scarylooking spill. ... Wade had 12
points in the first quarter, his
highest-scoring output from an
opening period in his last 179
regular-season and playoff
games.

From Page 10A
straight 20-win season.
Payne was the CIT MVP and
the second freshman at MSU to
score 500 points and ended second all-time at MSU in singleseason assists with 185.
Williams,out of Macon.Ga.,
had a breakout first season with
the Racers as a junior.
He was named to the CIT
All-Tournament Team and led
the nation in field goal percentage. Williams was 17th in the
nation in rebounding with a 9.9
average.

He had a 500 point season
and pulled down 338 rebounds
for 15th place on the MSU single-season list.
Williams' teammates on the
tour
are:
Johnny
Hill
(Arlington), Al Freeman and
Jonathon Motley (Baylor),
Clarke Rosenberg (Chicago
Quinton
State),
Upshur
(Northern Arizona), Bryce
ilouvisp(Texas Corpus Christi),
Thomas . Wimbush (Florida
State),
Hawkinson
Josh
(Washington State) and Elijah
Macon (West Virginia).
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RADFORD * ANDREWS

real-time meascess. Each playone point each
cademically eli.ch semester if
in school. The
orrelates to a 50
• perfect score is

for GALLOWAY COUNTY PVA
•BS.Degree in Business Administration and Management
•Experienced Real Property Appraiser with the KY REAB
•Effective, Efficient,Experienced PVA Administrative Assistan

the five power
'.Big Ten. Big
have outpern 1 leagues by at
one-year meas. And teams in
cut the percentow the 930 cut12A

Chestnut St.• Murray. KY • 270-753-2571
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SPORTS SHOTS
Cypress Springs
Restaurant

Special to the Ledger

(Top) Joe Rossi,
a member of The
Country
Oaks
Club had a Holein One on Hole
March 31,
#3
2014. His witwere
nesses
Bucy,
Dwayne
George Elmore,
Joe as himself,
Jerry Gupton and
Tim Tidwell.

Serving Breakfast, Lunch
& Dinner
270-436-5496

Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypreasspringsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

Vol.

1

Special to the Ledger

(Right) Rossi pictured again as he
shot his second
hole-in-one on
the year, this one
Oaks
The
at
Club
Country
hole *10. His witwere
nesses
Dave Groesbeck,
Jimmy Valentine,
Joe as himself
and Tim Tidwell.
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JAILER
MEFON EXPERIENCE,TRAINING & EDUCATION

By H1

Jail
Ehnen years of experience as a deputy falter at the Calaway County
• Bachelor of Science in Business Degree from
• Twenty years of experience on active duty with the Kentucky National Guard
in a sound and responsible manner
Murray State University • Dedicated to operating the

•

WOM HISTORY

on active duty recruiting for the Guard.
• 22 years - Kentucky National Guard (1900-2002)• 20 of those years
of the Class 1) work program
Supervisor
as
years
3
Last
•
-Present)
(2003
Jail
County
Calloway
11
years
•

EDUCATION

From Page 10A
line that trigger penalties from 6
percent to 3 percent over the last
two years. The percentage of
teams in all other conferences,
meanw hile, stands at 8 percent.
Two years ago. the non-power
conferences schools had 11 percent of teams below 930.
And while 9 percent of FBS
teams haven't hit 930. 16 percent
of FCS teams are below the mark.
That means even more teams
from smaller conferences could
be in jeopardy of postseason bans
when next year's numbers are
released.
"We'‘e seen APR scores of
low-resource
and
HBCLis
schools improving, so we feel
NCAA
that."
about
good
President Mark Emmert said.
But uu ne er feel good about

restricting postseason play."
While acknowledging money
disparities as well as the difference in school goals, Emmert
pointed out that the UConn men's
basketball team proved all teams
are capable of making the grade.
Two years ago, UConn was
banned because of poor APR
scores. This year,the Huskies had
a perfect score and won the
national championship.
"I think they were the only
BCS basketball team to miss that
mark the first time out," Emmert
said. "But I think when everybody recognizes what the real
task is (academics), they can
buckle down and they can get it
done."
Overall four-year APR scores,
which cover the years 2T9-10
through 2012-13, went up 2

points

to 976. The four most-

watched college sports — baseball, football, and men's and
women's

basketball

—

all

showed improvement over last
year's four-year average. Men's
basketball

made

the

biggest

van
EDDIE DILLON
Calloway County Jailer

ing dowi
ferent

"7:19
574Z-Z_OrPAID FOR BY EDDIE DILLON

jump,from 952 to 957.
One final concern — transfers.

1

school to

another has increased significantly each of the past four years. It's
gone from 10 percent in 2009-10
to 10.6 percent in 2010-11 to 11.9
percent in 2011-12 and is now 13.
1 percent. Meanwhile, the percentage of college football players changing four-year schools
was just 3.7 percent in 2012-13
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State University
• 1977 Graduated Calloway County High School • 2008 Graduated Murray
Business - Area CIS
in
Science
of
Bachelor
•
Laude
Cum
Magna
honors
with
• Graduated

•NCAA...
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Lease a 2014
Dodge DartSXT
at the
Best Rates Ever!

Murray
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6In Stock
to Choose
From!

CHOOSE YOUR LEASE PLAN!
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per month for 36 months
ZERO at Signing
ZERO Down
ZERO 1st Month Payment
ZERO Security Deposit

CALLOWAY COUNTY CLERK

URA

For v
be imp

Go

9900

to

$

per month for 24 months
• ..., ,--,
$2,000.00 Due at Signing

Antonia Dunn Faulkner was appointed Calloway County Clerk
by Calloway County Judge Executive, Larry Elkins following
the passing of Clerk Ray Coursey, Jr.
• Antonia is an outstanding County Clerk. She is always friendly,
courteous, and helpful. These qualities were noticed by friends and
clients at the Clerk's Office long before she became a candidate.
of the
• Antonia has 20 years of experience and is skilled in all facets
Clerk's office.(Vehicle License, Plats, Deeds, Elections, Hunting and
Fiscal
Fishing License as well as many others). Antonia also serves as
ing.
budget
Clerk
Court Clerk and is responsible for all Calloway County
s to the
• Antonia understands the Calloway County Clerk's Office belong
citizens of Calloway County. She believes our citizens deserve
ed
competence, accountability, and modern office technologies balanc
with good old fashioned excellent service.

TO CONTINUE THE MADITION OF EXCELLENT
SEKVICE ELECT ANTONIA DUNN FAULKNEK
FOR CALLOWAY COUNTY CLERK!
FAULKNER FOR
PAID FOR BY "FRIENDS OF ANTONIA DUNN

GALLOWAY COUNTY CLERK"

HURRY!

This Lease Event Ends
MONDAY,MAY 19TH at6Pm!

Classi

Comic

Comn

Sport!

DAVID TAYLOR
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270-753-6448• www.davidtaylorchrysler.com
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